Wachenheim, F L; b.*
Physician, NYC. • See: AJYB, 24:211.

Wachenheimer, Jacob; b. NYC; d. June 23 1934.
Banker, civic worker, Peoria; bd Home for Friendless. • See: WWLAJ, 1928; WWWLA, 1.

Wachman, Joel Max; b. Tarnopol, Poland, Jan 17 1875.
To NYC 1891 • Silk mfr, NYC; officer Downtown Talmud Torah, Soc for the Advancement of Judaism; dir Jewish Educational Assn. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Wachs, Adolph; b. NYC, Feb 18 1890; d. July 1948.
Broker, civic & philanthropic worker, NYC; bd NY Cotton Exchange. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ; NYTimes, July 15 1948, 23-4.

To US 1940 • Journalist, author, linguist; advisor to Jan Masaryk; WWII Jewish Legion service. • See: AJYB, 51:523; NYTimes, Sep 16 1948, 29-6.

Wachmann, Alvin Leopold; b. NYC, Apr 16 1890; d. July 1948.
Broker, civic & philanthropic worker, NYC; bd NY Cotton Exchange. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ; NYTimes, Feb 19 1949, 25-3.

Wachtel, Barney; b. Austria, Jan 12 1872.
Community worker, Hartford; active numerous Jewish orgs. • See: WWLAJ, 1928.

To US 1898 • DDS NY Coll of Oral & Dental Surgery. • Dentist, art collector, NYC; fd childrens dental clinic (Jerusalem); active aid to refugees, supporting dentists in Israel. • See: AJYB, 24:211, 48:501; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938, NYTimes, Feb 19 1949, 25-3.

Wachtel, Barney; b. Austria, Jan 12 1872.
Community worker, Hartford; active numerous Jewish orgs. • See: WWLAJ, 1928.

Wachtel, Benjamin; b. Germany, Dec 24 1864; d. Middletown, NY, Feb 18 1946.

Wachtel, Burnett; b. Summit, MI, Sep 18 1863; d. Tyler, TX, June 4 1943.
Pioneer settler, merchant, communal & civic ldr, Tyler, TX; mem Bd of Education, Bd of Public Welfare; pres Salvation Army; officer synagogue. • See: AJYB, 45:396; WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Community ldr, Pensacola; active Sunday School Union, synagogue, sisterhood, Community Chest. • See: WWLAJ, 1928.

Wachtel, Isaac E; b. 1863; d. Tyler, TX, June 4 1943.
Community ldr, Pensacola; active Sunday School Union, synagogue, sisterhood, Community Chest. • See: WWLAJ, 1928.

Wachtel, Sol; b. Brooklyn, 1930.
Judge state court of appeals, Jamaica, NY. • See: AJYB, 58:479; NYTimes, Jan 7 1956, 17-4.

Wachsmann, Siegfried; b. Gleiwitz, Poland, Apr 29 1886; d. NYC, Sep 19 1943.
To US 1896 • Cooper Union, LLB NY Law. • Lawyer, communal ldr, NYC; a fdr Am Guild for German Cultural Freedom; pres Jewish Braille Inst; fought Nazi racial laws; active pressing claims against Nazi government. • See: AJYB, 46:347; WWLAJ, 1938, BEOAJ; NYTimes, Sep 21 1943, 23:5.

Wachtel, So1; b. Brooklyn, 1930.

Wacksman, Moses David; b. ca 1876; d. Los Angeles, Nov 2 1931.
Actor, Los Angeles. • See: AJYB, 34:113.

Wadell, Burnett; b. Summit, MI, Sep 18 1863; d. Tyler, TX, June 4 1943.
Pioneer settler, merchant, communal & civic ldr, Tyler, TX; mem Bd of Education, Bd of Public Welfare; pres Salvation Army; officer synagogue. • See: AJYB, 45:396; WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Waelisch, Heinrich B; b. Brunn, Austria, ca 1905; d. NYC, Mar 1966.
MD, DSc U Prague. • Biochemist; faculty Design Research Inst for Neurochemical & Drug Addiction; author/editor in field. • See: NYTimes, Mar 3 1966, 47:2.

Wagenheim, Elsie Wager (Mrs Harry Wagenheim); b. Danville, PA, Apr 18 1895.
Community ldr, Pensacola; active Sunday School Union, synagogue, sisterhood, Community Chest. • See: WWLAJ, 1928.

Wagenheim, Isaac E; b. ca 1864; d. Pensacola, Apr 1917.
Rabbi, Pensacola. • See: AJYB, 19(1917-1918)268.

Wagenheim, Michael Benjamin; b. Norfolk, Jan 6 1900; d. Aug 8 1972.
BL U VA. • Lawyer, civic ldr, Norfolk; mem School Bd; officer Zeta Beta Tau, bar assn; dir Community Fund, Chamber of Commerce. • See: WWWLA, 5.

Loyalist colonial merchant, chocolate mfr, NYC; tried to make peace between colonies & Great Britain. • See: UJE; EJ; BDEAJ; PAHS, 31:33-75.

Waghalter, Ignatz; b. Warsaw, 1881; d. Apr 1949.
To US 1937 • Academy of Music (Berlin). • Conductor, composer; with National Opera (Riga); ousted by Nazis. • See: UJE; NYTimes, Apr 8 1949, 25:3.

Wagner, Charles Abraham; b. NYC, 1901.
AB Columbia, LI Coll Hospital. • Journalist, drama & book critic, poet, NYC; with Daily Mirror, Morning Telegraph. • See: UJE.

Wahl, Davis; b. NYC, Apr 26 1907; d. Castro Valley, CA, Jan 1969.
Police officer, NYC. • See: NYTimes, Jan 10 1969, 47:2.

Wahl, Maurice; b. NYC, June 10 1901.
LLB, LLM NYU, CCNY, Columbia. • Lawyer, asst district atty, NYC; active bar assn, Republican politics. • See: BEOAJ.

AB, LLB U CA (Berkeley). • Lawyer, legislator, Sacramento; with CA Bd of Equalization; consult US Treasury. • See: WWWLA, 5.

Wahrhaftig, Matt; b. Orangevale, CA, Apr 6 1892.
LLB, JD U CA. • Lawyer, lecturer, Oakland, CA. • See: AJYB, 24:211; WWLAJ, 1938.

Waife, Marie; b. Odessa, 1892; d. NYC, Dec 11 1985.
To US 1914 • U Lausanne. • Daughter & celebrator of Shalom Aleichem. • See: AJYB, 87:444.

Wainer, Max Robert; b. Zitomir, Russia, Oct 31 1885; d. Havertown, PA, July 1959.
To US 1887 • U PA Law. • US army officer, clothing mfr, Philadelphia; officer Natl Jewish Welfare Bd Army & Navy Com; bd trade assn; WWII & WWII service. • See: AJYB, 24:211; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; NYTimes, Jul 29 1959, 29:3.

Wainer, Morris Arthur; b. Vilna, 1895; d. NYC, Jan 5 1956.
Lawyer, communal ldr; active Am Jewish Com. • See: AJYB, 58:479; NYTimes, Jan 7 1956, 17-4.

To US 1908/1909 • AB, AM JD (LLB) Harvard, BCL Oxford U. • Lawyer, government consultant, NYC, Washington DC; advisor State Dept, embassies, Ellis Island Commn; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; WWWLA, 7; NYTimes, Mar 21 1976, 47:2.

BS, MS Rutgers, PhD U CA; honorary degrees. • Microbiologist, Nobel laureate, New Brunswick, NJ; pioneer in antibiotic research; faculty Rutgers; autobiogaphy. • See: UJE; EJ, AJYB, 75:657-58; WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWLA, 6; NYTimes, Aug 17 1973, 1:8.

Wald, Albert; b. NYC, Feb 21 1889; d. NYC, Feb 1 1985.
CCNY, LLB NY Law. • Lawyer, legislator, civic & communal worker; natl council Boy
Wald, Benjamin

Scouts; officer Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations, professional socs; active Democratic politics; WWI with US Shipping Bd. • See: AJYB, 87:444; WWIAJ, 1918; BEOAJ.

Wald, Benjamin; b. Poland, ca 1905; d. NYC, June 1969. U Warsaw, Sorbonne. • Interpreter at Nuremberg Military Trials, newspaperman, NYC; with Forward. • See: NYTimes, June 20 1969, 41:3.

Wald, George; b. NYC, 1906. Columbia. • Biologist, biochemist, Nobel laureate; faculty Harvard; political activist against Vietnam War. • See: Ef.

Wald, Gustavus Henry; b. Cincinnati, Mar 30 1953. Yale, Harvard; honorary degree. • Lawyer, Cincinnati faculty, dean U Cincinnati Law School; active Democratic politics; editor in field. • See: WWIJA, 1.


Wald, Lillian D; b. Cincinnati, Mar 10 1867; d. Westport, CT, Sep 1 1940. NY Hospital Training School for Nurses, Womens Med Coll; honorary degree. • Social worker & reformer, fdr Henry Street Settlement, public health nurse, NYC; opposed US entry into WWI; did not identify with Judaism religiously. • See: UEJ; AJYB; WWIJA, 7(1905-1906):111, 24:211, 43:365; WWIJA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWIJA; 1; NAW; DAB, 2; NYTimes, Sep 2 1940, 15:1.

Wald, Rose Fischel; b. NYC, 1900; d. NYC, May 18 1954. Communl ldr; bd Fedn of Jewish Womens Orgs, Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations (women's division). • See: AJYB, 56:372.

Wald, Sadie T (Mrs Adam Wald); b. Chicago, 1869. Childrens social worker, juvenile court probation officer, Chicago; natl bd Nat Council of Jewish Women. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):111-12.


Walden, Henry W; b. Walden, MA, Nov 10 1833/1888; d. Sep 1964. DDS Columbia. • Aviation pioneer, dentist, flight instructor, designed & built aircraft, NYC. • See: UEJ; BEOAJ; NYTimes, Sep 14 1964, 33:3.

Waldes, Heinrich; b. Prague, 1884; d. Maspeth, LI, July 15 1941. To US 1941. • Industrialist, snapshot mfr, LI; fdr art collection, Button Museum; active politically (Czecholovakia). • See: UEJ.

Waldheim, Aaron; b. Cincinnati, Dec 2 1863; d. St Louis, Mar 7 1938. Merchant, communal worker, philanthropist, St Louis; pres Jewish Hospital, Fedn of Jewish Charities. • See: UEJ; AJYB, 40:393; WWIJA, 1928, 1938, NYTimes, Mar 8 1938, 19:3.


Waldman, Benjamin; b. ca 1854; d. NYC, Mar 13 1933. Communal worker, NYC. • See: AJYB, 35:130.

Waldman, Bernard; b. Borisov, Russia, Feb 1 1906. To US 1920. • AB CCNY, LLB Brooklyn Law. • Exec, dress mfr, then with Modern Merchandising Bureau, NYC. • See: WWIJA, 1938.

Waldman, Eleanor Zuppan (Mrs); b. 1884; d. Albany, NY, May 10 1938. Communal & civic worker; WWI nurse. • See: AJYB, 40:393.

Waldman, Emerson; b. NYC, 1873. • Novelist, newspaperman, broadcaster; WWII government service. • See: UEJ.


Waldman, Sam; b. Csany, Hungary, Feb 20 1873. To US 1886. • Dept store merchant, Bloomington, IL; pres Bureau of Social Service. • See: WWIJA, 1938.

Waldstein, Abraham Solomon; b. Kovno, July 14 1874; d. Tel Aviv, 1932. To Palestine 1912, to US 1923, to Tel Aviv 1929. • BA Harvard, PhD Columbia, U Chicago. • Heb writer, tchr, lecturer, fdr of Labor-Zionist movement in US. • See: UEJ; WWIJA, 1928.

Waldstein, Charles; see Walston, Charles.


Walinsky, Adam; b. NYC, 1937. Lawyer, aide to Robert Kennedy; unsuccessful candidate for office (NY). • See: Ef(sub Walinsky).


Wall, Nathan Sanders; b. Chicago, May 25 1925; d. Sep 2 1979. BS Rensselaer Polytech, PhD MIT. • Physicist, Silver Springs, MD; faculty MIT, U MD; active Am Civil Liberties Union; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWII, 7:658; NYT, Mar 6 1973, 4:2.

Wallack, James William; b. London, ca 1795; d. Dec 25 1864. To NYC 1818. • Actor, theatre owner, stage dir; mem of acting family; Jewish father. • See: DAB; NYT, Dec 27 1864, 5:2.

Wallack, Henry John; b. London, 1790; d. NYC, Aug 30 1870. To Baltimore 1819. • Actor, theatre owner, stage dir; mem of acting family; Jewish father. • See: DAB.

Wallack, James William; b. London, ca 1795; d. Dec 25 1864. To NYC 1818. • Actor, theatre owner & mgr; mem of acting family; Jewish father. • See: DAB; NYT, May 25 1873, 52.

Wallack, Henry John; b. London, 1790; d. NYC, Aug 30 1870. To Baltimore 1819. • Actor, theatre owner, stage dir; mem of acting family; Jewish father. • See: DAB.

Wallack, James William; b. London, ca 1795; d. Dec 25 1864. To NYC 1818. • Actor, theatre owner & mgr; mem of acting family; Jewish father. • See: DAB; NYT, May 25 1873, 52.

Wallack, Henry John; b. London, 1790; d. NYC, Aug 30 1870. To Baltimore 1819. • Actor, theatre owner, stage dir; mem of acting family; Jewish father. • See: DAB.

Wallack, James William; b. London, ca 1795; d. Dec 25 1864. To NYC 1818. • Actor, theatre owner & mgr; mem of acting family; Jewish father. • See: DAB; NYT, May 25 1873, 52.

Wallen, Saul; b. NYC, June 29 1910; d. NYC, Aug 5 1969. BS NYU. • Labor arbitrator; with government agencies, Ford Motor Co, United Auto Workers; pres NY Urban Coalition. • See: AJYB, 65:438; NYT, Dec 6 1962, 43:5.

Wallenda, Ernst; b. Berlin, 1878; d. NYC, Aug 21 1948. To US 1938. • Journalist, editor, linguist, dentist; taught German to Am Jewish immigrants; author language textbooks. • See: AJYB, 51:525; NYT, Aug 23 1948, 17:3.


Wallenstein, Henry; b. ca 1855; d. Wichita, KS, Dec 71890. • Stern Conservatory (Berlin). • Operatic tenor, stage dir; mem of acting family; Jewish father. • See: AJYB; EJ; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):203, 24:211, 67:544; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; WWII, 5; NYT, Aug 6 1969, 39:3.

Wallenstein, Leonard Michael; b. NYC, Dec 7 1884; d. NYC, Aug 1968. AB U VA, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, civic ldr, Richmond; exec secy League of VA Municipalities; chrm State Planning Commn; officer municipal assns; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWII, 1938; BEOA.

Wallenstein, Lothar; b. Prague, 1882; d. Paducah, Dec 1922. MD U Prague, Munich, music conservatory (Geneva). • Opera stage dir; with Rhineland, Frankfurt, Vienna & Salzburg Festival. • See: EJ; NYT, Nov 15 1949, 25:5.

Wallenstein, Max; b. ca 1875; d. NYC, Apr 1 1937. Chemist, philanthropist, NYC; expert on enzymes. • See: AJYB, 24:211, 39:599; NYT, Apr 3 1937, 19:3.

Wallenstein, Morton Ludwing; b. Richmond, Dec 7 1893. AB U VA, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, civic ldr, Richmond; exec secy League of VA Municipalities; chrm State Planning Commn; officer municipal assns; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWII, 1938; BEOA.


Wallenstein, Ruth C; b. Philadelphia, 1893. AB Bryn Mawr, MA PhD U PA. • English language specialist, Madison; faculty U WI; author in field. • See: WWII, 1938; BEOA.

Wallington, Anna Strunsky; see Strunsky, Anna.

Wallenstein, Peter (originally Waldstein); b. NYC, Mar 23 1856; d. London, 1927. Columbia, PhD U Heidelberg; honorary degrees. • Archaeologist, author; faculty Cambridge U; rector Am Archaeology School at Athens; dir Fitzwilliam Museum. • See: EJ; WWI, 6(1904-1905):202-03; WWII, 1.

Wall, Abraham (pen name=A Liessin, Abraham Liesen); b. Minsk, May 27 1871/1872; d. Beverly Hills, Feb 17 1962. To US 1939. • Stern Conservatory (Berlin). • Noted conductor, author, Germany, Austria, NYC; with NY Philharmonic, Salzburg Festival.


Wangenheim, Henry; b. ca 1846; d. San Francisco/Boston, June 5 1920. Communal worker, San Francisco. • See: AJYB, 23:133.

Wangenheim, Julius; b. San Francisco, Apr 21 1866; d. Mar 10 1942. BS U CA. • Banker, civic ldr, San Diego; mem Park Commn, City Planning Commn; regent U CA; trustee Scripps Coll. • See: WWLJ, 2.


Wapner, Joseph Max; h. Bessarahia, Jan 30 1898. To Los Angeles 1906. • LLB U Southern CA. • Lawyer, communal ldr, Los Angeles; pres Union of Jewish Orthodox Instns; bd United Jewish Welfare Fund; mem Joint Kashruth Com. • See: WWLJ, 1938.

Warburg, Edward Mortimer Morris; h. White Plains, June 6 1908. Harvard. • Impresario, cultural, civic & communal ldr, art collector, philanthropist, NYC; pres School of Am Ballet; chr Joint Distribution Com, United Jewish Appeal. • See: UEJ; Ef; WWLJ, 1938.

Warburg, Freda Schiff (Mrs Felix M Warburg); h. NYC, 1876; d. White Plains, Sep 14 1958. Philanthropist, communal ldr, NYC; bd JTS; officer Jewish Welfare Bd; benefactor United Jewish Appeal; active immigrant aid, YMHA, Visiting Nurses, Hadassah. • See: UEJ; Ef; WWLJ, 1938; NYTmes, Sep 15 1958, 21:3.


Warburg, James Paul (pseud=Paul James); h. Hamburg, Aug 18 1866; d. Greenwich, CT, June 3 1909. To US 1902. • AB Harvard. • Banker, prolific writer, poet; a fdr United World Federalists; mem FDR brain trust; WWI service; autobiography. • See: UEJ; Ef; WWLJ, 1938; BEOA, WWLJ, 5; DAB, 8; NYTmes, June 4 1969, 47:1.

Warburg, Max M; h. Hamburg, 1867; d. NYC, Dec 26 1946. To US 1939. • U Munich, Sorbonne, PhD Hamburg. • Banker, philanthropist, communal ldr; mem German Peace Delegation to Versailles; active refugee aid. • See: UEJ; AJYB, 49:619; NYTmes, Dec 28 1946, 15:1.

Warburg, Nina Lob (Mrs Paul M Warburg); h. NYC, 1870; d. NYC, Jan 21 1946. Philanthropist, communal ldr, NYC; bd Henry Street Settlement. • See: AJYB, 48:501; NYTmes, Jan 22 1946, 27:5.


Warburg, Paul Moritz; h. Hamburg, Aug 10 1868; d. NYC, Jan 24 1932. To US 1902. • Banker, philanthropist, author, NYC; mem Federal Reserve Bd; architect of Federal Reserve system; ldr Joint Distribution Com, Charities Fedn; active Juilliard. • See: UEJ; Ef; AJYB, 24:211, 34:13; WWLJ, 1926, 1928; WWLJ, 1; DAB; NYTmes, Jan 25 1932, 1:2.

Ward, Jesse; b. NYC, 1901; d. Jerusalem, June 29 1975. Philanthropist, communal worker, NYC; benefactor childrens village (Israel); active Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations, United Jewish Appeal. • See: AJYB, 77:601; NYTmes, July 3 1975, 34:5.
Warfield, David; b. San Francisco, Nov 28 1866; d. NYC, June 27 1951. Actor, portrayer of Jewish characters, theatre owner, NYC; Catholic. • See: *JJE, AJYB*, 24:211; *WWIA*, 1926, 1928, 1938; *BEOAJ*, *WWWWIA*, 3; *DAB*, 5; *NYTimes*, June 28 1951, 251.


Wasch, Milton Goodman; b. Brooklyn, Mar 31 1890. LLB U CA; Communal ldr, San Francisco; officer *B'nai Brith*, synagog; dir Jewish Education Soc. • See: *AJYB*, 24:211; *WWIA*, 1926, 1928, 1938; *BEOAJ*, *WWWWIA*, 4; *JTA-DNB*, June 5 1962; *NYTimes*, June 1 1962, 28:1.

Wash, Milton Goodman; b. Brooklyn, Mar 2 1894; d. Feb 1957. MD Cornell. • Radiologist, civic & communal charity worker, Brookllyn accutent LI Coll Hospital; officer professional assn. • See: *WWIA*, 1938; *BEOAJ*, *NYTimes*, Feb 23 1957, 17.2.

Wash, Benjamin Seelig/Selig; b. Georgetown, KY; Mar 3 1881; d. Louisville, Feb 5 1935. Centre Coll, U Louisville. • Lawyer, dept store

Wardenoff, Benjamin; b. ca 1873; d. NYC, May 22 1934. Pioneer floral merchant, NYC. • See: *AJYB*, 36:287.


Warner, Benjamin; b. Poland. To US ca 1887. • Shoe-repairer, Youngstown; his sons founded Warner Bros Pictures. • See: *UJE*.

Warner, Eugene; b. Buffalo, Jan 7 1876; d. Buffalo, Dec 30 1943. AB Harvard, Buffalo Law. • Lawyer, communal ldr, Buffalo; pres Jewish Fedn of Social Services; officer Natl Council of Jewish Fedns; dir Joint Distribution Com. • See: *AJYB*, 46:347; *WWLAJ*, 1928, 1938; *BEOAJ*, *NYTimes*, Dec 31 1943, 15:5.


Warner, Marie Pichel (Mrs Louis J Levinson); b. Cincinnati, June 30 1895. BS, MD U Cincinnati. • Physician, NYC; dir Maternal Health Clinic; author/lecturer/moviemaker on sex, birth control & hygiene. • See: *WWLAJ*, 1938.


Warshaw, Robert Irving; b. Indianapolis, Jan 8 1938; d. NYC, Nov 1938. AB, MA Cornell. • Economist, publisher, author, NYC; advisor Securities & Exchange Commn; with Joint Distribution Com (Vienna), Natl Industrial Conf Bd. • See: *AJYB*, 41:433 (sub Warsaw); *WWLAJ*, 1938; *BEOAJ*, *NYTimes*, Nov 8 1938, 23:5.

Warsoff, Louis A; b. Telechan, Poland, July 10 1903; d. Jan 1959. To US 1912. • BS, MBA CCNY, LLB, LLM Columbia, JD NYU, MA, PhD Fordham. • Lawyer, NYC; faculty Yeshiva Coll, Brooklyn Law; active Am Jewish Cong; author/radio speaker in field. • See: *WWLAJ*, 1938; *BEOAJ*, *NYTimes*, Jan 18 1959, 89:1.

Warszawik, Hermann; b. Warsaw, 1865. To NYC 1890. • Grocer, convert to Christianity, Christian missionary to Jews; accused of fraud. • See: *UJE*.


Wasch, Milton Goodman; b. Brooklyn, Mar 2 1894; d. Feb 1957. MD Cornell. • Radiologist, civic & communal charity worker, Brookllyn accutent LI Coll Hospital; officer professional assn. • See: *WWLAJ*, 1938; *BEOAJ*, *NYTimes*, Feb 23 1957, 17.2.

Washer, Benjamin Seelig/Selig; b. Georgetown, KY; Mar 3 1881; d. Louisville, Feb 5 1935. Centre Coll, U Louisville. • Lawyer, dept store
exec, newspaper publisher & editor, civic ldr,
Louisville; mem Park Commn; bd Natl Jewish
Welfare Bd. • See: AJYB, 37:262; WJLAJ, 1928.

Wasser, Nat M; b. Sommerville, TN, Apr
12 1861; d. San Antonio, Feb 1935.
Public official, communal worker, San
Antonio; head State Bd of Education; officer
synagog. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):112-13,
37:262; WJLAJ, 1928.

Wasserman, Al; philadelphia, Apr
Gratz, Temple U, U PA. • Lawyer, legislator,
Philadelphia; sponsor civil rights bill. • See:
AJYB, 49:619; BEOAJ; NTYimes, Dec 2 1946,
25:3.

Wasserman, David; b. Amsterdam, NY, Oct
17 1867; d. Amsterdam, NY, Feb 1953.
Broom mfr, Amsterdam, NY; fd laboratory at
city hospital; officer synagog, cemetery. • See:
WJLAJ, 1928; BEOAJ; NTYimes, Feb 8 1953,
88:3.

Wasserman, Frank; b. Russia, Oct 16 1877.
To Boston 1887. • LLLB Boston U. • Lawyer,
municipal court judge, Brooklyn; active
synagog. • See: WJLAJ, 1938.

Wasserman, Gay Bennett (Mrs Bernard
Wasserman); b. Chattanooga, July 14
1893.
Communal & civic worker, Norfolk; pres Natl
Council of Jewish Women; active Travelers
Aid. • See: WJLAJ, 1938.

Wasserman, Jack; b. NYC, Apr 27 1921; d.
May 1980.
BA, MA, PhD NYU. • Art historian; faculty U
CT, U WI; dean Temple U; active rescue of
Italian art; author in field; WWII service. • See:
WJWIA, 8.

Wasserman, Jacob; b. Kamnets, Russia, Oct
15 1884.
To US 1886. • LLLB Northeastern. • Lawyer,
legislator, election commn, Boston; mem
commn to revise city charter, state Republican
cm. • See: WJLAJ, 1928, 1938.

Wasserman, Joseph; b. ca 1855; d. NYC,
Oct 8 1921.
To NYC 1890. • Rabbi, Athletics, NYC; adv
for Human Rights, Am Jewish Cong, Jewish
Welfare Bd. • See: AJYB, 76:518; NTYimes,
Apr 18 1974, 44:5.

Wasserfeld, Isidor; b. Budapest, Dec 25
1871/1875; d. NYC, Feb 8 1962.
To US 1880/1881. • CCNY, LB NY Law. •
Lawyer, state supreme court judge, NYC,
active Republican politics. • See: UJ; AJYB,
24:121; WJLAJ, 1926, 1928, BEOAJ.

Wasserman, Joseph; b. ca 1858; d. NYC,
July 26 1921.
Mayor, Chattanooga. • See: AJYB, 11(1909-

Waterman, Edmund; b. 1882; d. Palm
Springs, CA, Feb 15 1956.
Merchant, communal ldr, philanthropist,
NYC; active in Jewish Cong. Anti-
Defamation League, NY Guild for Jewish
Blind. • See: AJYB, 58:479; NTYimes, Feb 17
1956, 23:1.

Waterman, Henry Samuel; b. Port
Townsend, WA, Mar 20 1882.
U CA, post-grad MI Coll of Mines.
Diplomat, consular official, Russia, South
Am, Norway, China, India. • See: UJE; WJLAJ,
1938; BEOAJ; WJWIA, 7.

Waterman, Jerome Aaron; b. Hawkinsville,
GA, Nov 6 1883.
Mercer U; honorary degree. • Merchant,
Tampa; active pilot orgs. • See: WJWIA, 7.

Waterman, Julian Seesel; b. Pine Bluff,
Ark, Feb 9 1867.
Professor, dean, official, U AR, Fayetteville,
AR; officer Southwest Athletic Conf, Natl Tax
Assn; WWII service. • See: UJE; WJWAJ,
1938; BEOAJ; NTYimes, Apr 19 1967,
45:1.

Waterman, Leonard; b. Philadelphia, Feb
20 1883.
Philadelphia buinessman; lawyer; poet.

Waterman, Mary; b. Pine Bluff, AR, Feb
2 1861.
Dental supply co exec, NYc. • See: AJYB,
2:1263.

Waterman, Nathan; d. NYC, Mar 18 1890.
MD Cornell. • Urologist, Rochester, NY;
Bradford, PA; WWII service. • See: WJWIA,
1926.

Waterman, Philip M; b. NYC, Apr 16 1876.
Business exec, communal worker; ldr Appeal
for Human Rights, Am Jewish Cong, Jewish
Welfare Bd. • See: AJYB, 76:518; NTYimes,
Apr 18 1974, 44:5.

Waterman, Sigismund; b. Bruck, Bavaria,
Feb 22 1819; d. NYC, 1899.
MD Yale. • Physician, communal ldr; specialty:
use of spectroscope; ldr Old Age
Home (Yonkers), Maimonides Library. • See:
UJE; WJWAJ, 4.

Waters, James (Julius Rosenwasser); b.
Hungary; d. NYC, Nov 20 1945.
To US as teenager. • Yiddish & Broadway
comedian, actor, NYC; "The Goldbergs." •
See: AJJ2, 46:501-02; NTYimes, Nov 21 1945,
211.

Wattner, Abraham; b. Baltimore, Feb 22
Pace Inst. • Accountant, corp & sports exec,
Baltimore; owner Baltimore Colts. • See:
WJWIA, 4; NTYimes, June 20 1961, 33:4.

Wattman, Morris; b. Russia, Apr 15 1932.
Communal worker, Zionist ldr, philanthropist,
NYC. • See: AJYB, 34:113.

Wattenberg, Leopold; b. Mid 19th century communal ldr, New Haven;
prof synagog; welcomed Kossuth to New
Haven. • See: UJE (sub Wattenberg, Sigmond).

Watters, Abraham; b. Germany; d. Salt
Lake City, 1893.
To US 1834. • Western pioneer; synagog ldr,
San Francisco; correspondent Jewish Chronicle
(London); fought CA anti-Jewish legislation. •
See: UJE.

Watters, Gertrude Wile (Mrs Leon
Watters); b. Buffalo, Feb 22 1887.
Communal ldr, Buffalo, NYC; pres Natl Fedn of
Temple Sistershoods; bd Union of Am Heb
Congregations; active Fedn of Jewish
Philanthropies. • See: UJE; WJWAJ, 1938.

Watters, Leon Laizer; b. Salt Lake City,
Nov 13 1877; d. NYC, Apr 17 1967.
BS U UT, MA, Phd Columbia. • Scientist,
chemist, food & drug inspector, exec,
communal ldr, author, NYC; developed sterile
catgut; WWII, WWII med contributions. •
See: UJE; EJ; AJYB, 69:613; WJWAJ, 1926,
1928, 1938; BEOAJ; NTYimes, Apr 19 1967,
45:1.

Watts, William Graup; b. Salt Lake
City, Dec 15 1875; d. July 1959.
U UT. • Dental supply co exec, NYC. • See:
WJWIA, 1938; BEOAJ; NTYimes, Dec 26

Watts, James Leicester; b. NYC, Dec 2
1890.
CE Internat Correspondence School, LLB,
MLD, LLM Georgetown U, AB George
Washington, U Paris. • Lawyer, civic &
Zionist activist, Richmond; officer Am Jewish
Cong, Jewish Community Council. • See:
WJWIA, 1938.

Watts, Stanley Saul; b. Richmond, Sep 29
1922; d. Dec 3 1972.
BS, CLU U Richmond. • Life insurance exec,
civic ldr, Norfolk, Miami; officer professional
assn; chr United Fund, United Jewish Appeal;
WWII service. • See: WJWIA, 5.

Waxberg, Louis; b. Manchester, England,
June 22 1875.
To US 1880. • Lawyer, farm owner, NYC;
owner Henrietta Nest Farm; justice of the
peace, Pine Brook, NJ. • See: WJWIA, 1938.

Waxelbaum, Benjamin; b. Austria, Mar 23
1886.
To NYC 1893. • Advertising exec, NYC;
specialty: Jewish advertising. • See: WJWIA,
1938.


Waxman (Wachsmann), Franz; b. Königshütte, Germany, Dec 24 1906; d. Los Angeles, Feb 25 1967. To US 1934. • Dresden Music Academy, Berlin Conservatory. • Composer, conductor, movie score composer, Academy Award winner. • See: AYB, 69:613; WWIIAJ, 4; DAB, 8; NYT, Feb 26 1967, 841.


Waxman, Samuel Montefiore; b. Boston, Oct 22 1885. AB, MA PhD Harvard, U Paris. • Romance language specialist, Boston; faculty Boston U; officer professional assns; author in field. • See: UJE; AYB, 24:212; WWIIAJ, 1938; WWIIAJ, 7.


Wechsberg, Joseph; b. Moravska, Ostrava, Russia, May 26 1886; d. Dec 22 1942. To US 1900. • MD NYU; honorary degree. • Neurologist, NYC; faculty JHU; officer professional assns; supporter Heb U; author in field. • See: UJE; EJ; AYB, 65:438; WWIIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; WWIIAJ, 4; NYT, Dec 7 1962, 29:1.


Wechsberg, Martin; b. Eger, Hungary, Sep 5 1875; d. Brooklyn, July 1942. To US 1883. • AB CCNY, LLB NYU. • Lawyer, NYC; officer United Synagogue of Am; donated fathers Heb library to RIETS; active communal philanthropy; author in field. • See: WWIIAJ, 1926, 1938, BEOAJ; NYT; July 20 1942, 15:3.


Wecht, Eugene Jacob; b. Berne, IN, July 8 1900. AB DePauw, MS PhD U WI. • Dir of research, Louisville Cement Co, Speed, IN; author in field. • See: BEOAJ.

Weckstein, Herman Bernard Joseph; b. Newark, Mar 26 1898. LLB NJ Law. • Lawyer, Newark; officer Order Sons of Zion; officer Jewish War Veterans; dir YM-YWHA; active anti-Nazi boycotts; WWII service. • See: WWIIAJ, 1938.
Wedge, Harry E

Weidenthal, William R; b. ca 1889; d.

Weidenthal, Nathan; b. Cleveland, July 12 1855.
AB U Rochester, MD Wooster U, post-grad
Prague, Vienna. • Pathologist, Cleveland; faculty Wooster U, Coll of Physicians & Surgeons. • See: WWLA, 1926, 1928.

Weidenthal, William R; b. ca 1889; d. Cleveland, Jan 24 1932.

Publisher, communal worker, Cleveland. • See: WWYB, 34:113.

Weidman, Jerome; b. NYC, 1913.
Novelist; unsympathetic attitude towards fellow Jews. • See: UFJ; EFJ.

Weihl, Albert C; b. ca 1886; d. Cincinnati, Apr 1965.

Steel co exec, Cincinnati; a fdr Jewish Vocational Service; officer Natl Fedn of Temple Brotherhoods; active resettlement, Community Chest. • See: AJ, Apr 29 1965, 12:1.


Weil, Abraham; b. NYC, 1869.


PhB, LLB U CA. • Lawyer, business exec, San Francisco; specialty: oil litigation; officer Legal Aid; dir Heb Home for the Aged, Goodwill Industries. • See: BEOA; WWWA, 3; NTimes, Feb 26 1952, 28:4.

Mathematician; faculty U Strasbourg, Swarthmore, U Chicago, Princeton. • See: EFJ.

U IL, BE Evansville Coll. • Author, Evansville, IN; active Planned Parenthood. • See: WWYB, 5.

Weil, Arthur; b. Braunschweig, Germany, Oct 3 1887.

To US 1922. • U Munich, U Halle, MD U Berlin. • Neuropathologist, Chicago; faculty U Halle, Northwestern; author/editor in field; WWI German army service. • See: UFJ, WWWA, 7.

Weil, Arthur T; b. Evansville, IN, Nov 29 1900.
B Journ UM. • Newspaperman, Washington DC; with Am Heb, Jewish Tribune (NYC). • See: BEOA.

Weil, Arthur William; b. ca 1881; d. NYC, Apr 29 1940.
Lawyer, copyright authority. • See: AJYB, 42:485; NTimes, Apr 30 1940, 21:5.

Weil, Benjamin Jonas; b. Aldorf, Germany, Sep 14 1871; d. NYC, July 8 1963.

Weil, Bruno; b. Saarbruecken, Germany, 1883; d. NYC, Nov 11 1961.
To US 1937/1940. • Lawyer, author; fdr Axis Victims League; represented Jews in Germany. • See: AJYB, 64:497; NTimes, Nov 13 1961, 31:2.

Lincoln (NE) Business Coll, U NE Law. • Banker, Lincoln, NE. • See: WWWA, 1.

Weil, Carrie (Mrs Charles Weil); b. Detroit, 1855; d. Boston, Nov 1907.
Communal worker, Boston; trustee Federated Jewish Charities. • See: AJYB, 7(1904-1905):113; NTimes, Nov 30 1907, 7:5.

Weil, Cassie Ritter (Mrs A Leo Weil); b. Youngstown, 1861; d. Pittsburgh, Apr 14 1934.

Weil, Charles Alphonse; b. NYC, Oct 3 1897.
BS U PA. • Hide & leather merchant, business exec, author, NYC; active state Chamber of Commerce; WWII service. • See: WWWA, 1938; BEOA.

Weil, Clarence Kraus; b. Montgomery, AL, May 16 1900.
BS U AL, MD Columbia. • Surgeon, Montgomery, AL; mem Bd of Health; editor Zeta Beta Tau Quarterly; author in field. • See: WWLA, 1928, 1938.

Weil, David; b. ca 1831; d. Montgomery, AL, Oct 4 1919.
Communal worker, Montgomery, AL. • See: AJYB, 22:168.

Weil, Edith Isaacs (Mrs Maurice Weil); b. Louisville, Jan 5 1890.
BS U KY. • Communal & civic worker, Lexington, KY; active League of Women Voters, Parent-Tchr Assn, Federated Sisterhoods. • See: WWLA, 1938.

Weil, Edward; b. NYC, Apr 12 1872; d. NYC, Mar 3 1932.
CCNY, LLB NYC. • City magistrate, Legislator, NYC; active Democratic politics. • See: AJYB, 34:113; NTimes, Mar 5 1932, 15:1.

Weil, Edward Arthur; b. Savannah, Nov 12 1898.
BS U PA. • Oil burner mfr, Chicago; WWII service. • See: WWLA, 1938.

Weil, Emil; b.; d. Evansville, IN, Jan 10 1917.

Weil, Emil(); b. New Orleans, Jan 20 1878.
Weil, Ferdinand Theobald; b. Youngstown, Apr 23 1890.
B Lt Princeton, LLB U Pittsburgh. • Lawyer, Pittsburgh; natl officer Fedn of Temple Brotherhoods; natl panel Am Arbitration Assn; officer Irene Kaufmann Settlement; WWI service. • See: WWLJ, 1938; WWLWA, 8.

Weil, Frank Leopold; b. NYC, Mar 6 1894; d. NYC, Nov 10 1957.
B Phil. • LLB Columbia; honorary degree. • Lawyer, communal & civic idr, NYC; mem US Commn to UNESCO; pres Jewish Welfare Bd, World Fedn of YHMAs & Jewish Community Centers; dir Lincoln Center; active Boy Scouts, Heb Union Coll. • See: UJE; AJYB, 60:358; WWLJ, 1938; BEOAJ, 18:241; WWLWA, 3.

Weil, Gertrude; b. Goldsboro, NC, 1879. • Social worker, Goldsboro, NC. • See: AJYB, 24:212.

Weil, Harold Simon; b. New Orleans, Sep 1 1890.
Tulane. • Merchant, hat mfr, New Orleans; officer synagog; bd Touro Infirmary. • See: WWLJ, 1928, 1938.

AB, LLB Tulane. • Lawyer, New Orleans; dir YMHA; WWI service. • See: WWLJ, 1938.

BS CCNY, Sorbonne. • Music critic, NYC; with Evening Journal, Musical American. • See: AJYB, 36:287; WWLWA, 1.

Weil, Jacob; b. Bavaria, Jan 9 1863; d. Bronx, Nov 1944. • To US ca 1877. • Drug co exec, civic idr, NYC; chrm Commn on Public Health; officer Salomon Benefit Soc; trustee Columbia Pharmacy School; active Republican politics; author in field. • See: BEOAJ; NYTimes, Nov 24 1944, 23:2.

Weil, Jacob; b. ca 1865; d. Philadelphia, Dec 24 1921. • Communal worker, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 24:103.


Weil, Jonas; b. Emmendingen, Baden, ca 1837; d. NYC, Apr 11 1917.
To NYC 1860. • Real estate investor, philanthropist, NYC; fdr Lebanon Hospa, synagog, Baden orphanage, JTS. • See: AJYB, 19(1917-1918):268; NYTimes, Apr 12 1917, 11:6.

Weil, Jonas; b. Alsace-Lorraine, Feb 8 1869.
Communal & civic idr, agricultural expert, Lexington, KY; state dir Soc for Crippled Children; dir Fedn of Jewish Charities. • See: WWLJ, 1928.

Weil, Jonas; b. Chicago, Dec 9 1874; d. Minneapolis, Jan 17 1933.
LLB U MN. • Lawyer, civic & communal idr, Minneapolis; mem Bd of Public Welfare; bd Natl Council of Jewish Charities; Jewish Family Welfare Assn; dir Red Cross; active bar assns. • See: AJYB, 35:130; WWLJ, 1926, 1928.

Weil, Joseph; b. Baltimore, July 19 1897.
Baltimore Polytech, BS Johns Hopkins, MS U Pittsburgh. • Engineer, Gainesville, FL; faculty U FL; officer professional socs; author in field. • See: UJE; AJYB, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Weil, Lee Herman; b. Huntsville, AL, May 17 1897.

Weil, Lee Herman; b. Huntsville, AL, May 23 1875.
Harvard Law. • Lawyer, award-winning architect, Montgomery, AL, San Francisco. • See: WWLWA, 5.

Weil, Leopold; b.; d. Lawrence, MA, June 4 1916.
Mfr, real estate investor, MA. • See: AJYB, 16(1914-1915):167; NYTimes, June 17 1914, 11:5.

Weil, Lionel; b. Goldsboro, NC, Sep 1 1876.
PhB U NC. • Merchant, natl Boy Scout Idr, Goldsboro, NC; officer Chamber of Commerce, synagog; bd U NC. • See: WWLWA, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

PhB U NC. • Retail exec, communal & civic worker, alderman, Goldsboro, NC; mem Natl Municipal League, state agricultural comms; endowed lecture series on research; faculty Cornell; officer professional socs; author/editor in field; WWI service. • See: UJE; AJYB, 24:212, 50:524; WWLJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; NYTimes, Feb 12 1948, 23:3.

Newspaper editor, publisher, author, Port Huron, MI; with Port Huron Times-Herald; active civic charities. • See: WWLJ, 1928, 1938; WWLWA, 3; NYTimes, Dec 11 1959, 34:1.

Weil, Louis Victor (L Victor); b. NYC, Oct 9 1877; d. NYC, Feb 1958.
Columbia. • Realtor, bldg, NYC; officer Lebanon Hospital; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies, Anti-Defamation League, Joint Distribution Com. • See: WWLJ, 1938; NYTimes, Feb 8 1958, 19:3.

Weil, Maurice; b. Ittingen, Bavaria, Apr 29 1870; d. St Louis, Feb 14 1945. • To US 1884. • Mfr, philanthropist, St Louis; fdr ‘Love Thy Neighbor’ Assn; pres Natl Folk Festival; dir Jewish Fedn of Charities. • See: AJYB, 47:533-34; WWLJ, 1926; BEOAJ; NYTimes, Feb 15 1945, 19:4.

Weil, Moë; b.; d. Detroit, Apr 1920. • Communal worker, Detroit. • See: AJYB, 22:169.

Weil, Moritz; b. ca 1853; d. Chicago, Aug 29 1914. • Rabbi, Chicago. • See: AJYB, 17(1915-1916):223.

Weil, Morris; b. Saverne, France, Dec 1 1858.
To US 1875. • Banker, Lincoln, NE. • See: WWLJ, 1938.

Weil, Mrs Sol; b. ca 1855; d. Goldsboro, NC, Nov 1928. • Civic & communal worker, philanthropist, Goldsboro, NC. • See: AJYB, 31:94.

Weil, Myra Kann (Mrs A Leo Weil Jr); b. Pittsburgh, June 3 1900. • Communal worker, Pittsburgh; pres Bureau for Jewish Children; active Jewish Family Welfare Assn, Fedn of Social Agencies. • See: WWLJ, 1938.

Weil, Oscar; b. Columbia County, NY, June 2 1840; d. San Francisco, Apr 1921. • Music tchr, composer, Civil War veteran, San Francisco. • See: AJYB, 23:133; WWLWA, 4.

Weil, Reuben W; b. NYC, May 12 1882. • Dept store exec, Hillsboro, OR; officer Chamber of Commerce; chrm Washington County Welfare, Red Cross. • See: WWLJ, 7.


Weiland, Louis; b. Cincinnati, Apr 2 1886. • LLB Cincinnati Law. • Lawyer, Cincinnati; active synagog, 2nd B‘rith, Orthodox Jewish Home for Aged. • See: WWLJ, 1928, 1938.

Weiler, Jack D; b. • Realtor, communal & political worker, NYC; served Senator Leuchtenburger, Mayor Wagner; active United Jewish Appeal. • See: UJE.
Weiller, Millard Kronacher; b. Cincinnati, Jan 10 1893. Jeweler, Greenwood, MS; active Red Cross; WWII service. See: WYIAJ, 1938.


Weill, Harold; b. NYC, Apr 30 1908. Columbia; honorary degree. *Lawyer, philanthropist, NYC; bd Weizmann Inst; fdr clinic NY Hospital. See: WYIAWA, 8.

Weill, Julius; b. Grodno, ca 1861; d. NYC, Oct 23 1944. Rabbi, tchr, talmudist, NYC; faculty RIETS, Yeshiva Coll. See: AJTB, 47:534.


Weill, Michel David; b. Paris, Dec 29 1887. Business exec, civic worker, San Francisco; officer retail & credit assns; active art causes; WWI French service. See: WYIAWA, 7.


Wein, I; b.*; d. NYC, Feb 1919. Rabbi, NYC. See: AJTB, 21:207.


Wein, Samuel Zvi; b.* Rabbi, talmudist, NYC. See: Eisenstadt, 40.


Weinberg, Edwin David; b. Lonacoming, MD, July 25 1895. AB, MA Dickinson, MD Johns Hopkins. *Orthopedic surgeon, Baltimore; faculty Johns Hopkins; author in field. See: WYIAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Weinberg, Frederick; b. Duluth, MN. Editor, Minneapolis; with Am Jewish World, earlier Duluth News-Telegram; WWII service. See: WYIAJ, 1938.

Weinberg, Gladys (Mrs Saul S Weinberg); b. 1909. Archaeologist; authority on Greek glass; dir U MO museum; author/editor in field. See: EF (sub Saul S Weinberg).


Weinberg, Harry Edward; b. Baltimore, Sep 7 1891. Clothing mfr, Baltimore; officer trade assn; advisor Natl Recovery Adm; active synagog; author in field. See: BEOAJ.

Weinberg, Henry; b. Richmond, June 18 1901. Dept store exec, Richmond; active business assns, Democratic politics. See: WYIAJ, 1938.


Weinberg, Jacob; b. Odessa, July 1 1879; d. NYC, Nov 2 1936. To US 1926/1928. *LLD U Moscow, Dr Mus Imperial Conservatory (Moscow); honorary degrees. *Composer, pianist, tchr, NYC; faculty U Odessa, NY Coll of Music, Hunter.

Business coll. • Realtor, city assessor, Camden, NJ; dir YM-YWHAs, Fedn of Jewish Charities; active political campaigns & issues; WWI service. • See: WWLAJ, 8.


Weinberg, Jacob; b. Boroughvke, Russia, 1877; d. New York, Mar 1915.

Weinberg, Joseph; b. Omaha, Mar 28 1890; d. New York, Mar 6 1944.


Weinberg, Joseph Alexander; b. Council Bluffs, IA, Sep 18 1894.

Weinberg, Joseph Lewis; b. Omaha, Nov 12 1890.


Weinberg, Jacob; b. Czechoslovakia, Jan 15 1876; d. Russia, Jan 15 1876/1877; d. Palm Beach, Dec 20 1968.


Weinberg, Samuel; b. Brooklyn, Mar 28 1908.

Weinberg, Saul; b. Chicago, 1911.


Weinberg, Steven; b. New York, 1933.

Weinberg, Max; b. Saroca, Bessarabia, Mar 16 1883.
Weiner, Martin; b. Nuremberg, 1893; d. NYC, Sep 1965. 
To US 1915. • PhD U Munich. • Art historian; specialty: Italian art; faculty NYU, U PA; WWI German army service. • See: UJE; NYTimes, Sep 8 1965, 47:2.

Weimer, Moses; b. Knesen, Hungary, 1854; d. Brooklyn, June 13 1940. 
To US 1880. • Heb scholar, rabbi, author, NYC. • See: AJYB, 42:485; Eisenstadt, 40; NYTimes, June 14 1940, 21:1.

To US 1896. • MD U Vienna, MS NYU. • Physician, internist, NYC; author in field; reserve service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; NYTimes, Aug 16 1958, 17:5.

Weinblatt, Abraham Isador; b. NYC, Aug 3 1896. 
Fur buyer, NYC; a fdr synagog; orgr, officer trade assns. • See: AJYB, 24:213.

Weinbrand, Arthur; b. LI City, 1885. 

To Chicago 1891. • JD U Vienna, LLB Lake Forest. • Lawyer, Chicago; counsel Austro-Hungarian consulate; pres Jewish Free Employment Bureau; bd Anti-Defamation League. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Weinberg, Alphonse; b. ca 1861; d. NYC, July 1912. 

Weinberg, Elias; b. New Orleans, Aug 10 1902. 
BS, MD Tulane. • Urologist, Astoria, NY; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Weinberg, Ethel Natelson (Mrs Mayer Weinber); b. Brooklyn, Aug 10 1889; d. Brooklyn, 1954. 
BS CCNY, MA NYU. • Public & religious school tehr, principal, NYC; officer Jewish Tchrs Assn; active Hadassah, Joint Distribution Com, Fedn of Jewish Charities, professional assns. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; NTimes, Mar 4 1954, 25:4.

Weinberg, Harry; b. ca 1893; d. Brooklyn, June 17 1936. 
Dentist, Brooklyn. • See: AJYB, 38:436.

Weinberg, Harry; b. ca 1873; d. Los Angeles, Apr 30 1937. 
Communal worker, Los Angeles. • See: AJYB, 39:599.

Weinberg, Joseph; b. Dombrowica, Poland, Mar 16 1902; d. Jan 15 1976. 
To NYC 1910. • AB, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, asst corp counsel, NYC; counsel Bd of Transportation; WWII government service. • See: WWLAJ, 1918; WWWLA, 6; NYTimes, Jan 16 1976, 32:1.

To NYC 1914. • Kiev Conservatory. • Pianist, composer, conductor, NYC; fdr choruses; conductor Mendelssohn Symphony Orchestra; specialist in Yiddish art song. • See: UJE; EF, 1973-1982; AJYB, 84:341; WWLAJ, 1938.

Weinberg, Louis; b. Vinnitsa, Russia, May 28 1892. 
To Chicago 1906. • Chicago Academy of Fine Arts, Chicago Art Inst. • Painter, Chicago. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Business exec, communal ldr, Cleveland; nat officer United Jewish Appeal. • See: AJYB, 71:610-11.

Weinberg, Max; b. Lithuania, Oct 7 1896. 
To US 1902. • DMD Tufts. • Dentist, NYC; with Dept of Health; a fdr Forest Hills West Jewish Center. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

AB Yale, MD Georgetown U, MPH Harvard. • Public health expert, New Haven; faculty Yale; advisor labor unions, governments; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 5; NYTimes, Feb 24 1970, 43:1.

Weinfeld, Charles; b. Chicago, Apr 2 1882. 
LLB Northwestern. • Lawyer, Chicago; dir Jewish Charities. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Weinfeld, Edward; b. Brooklyn, May 14 1901. 
LLB, LLM NYU. • Lawyer, US district court judge, State Housing Commr, NYC; counsel State Legislature; nat pres Phi Sigma Delta; active Democratic politics. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; NTimes stories, Aug 18 1965, June 12 1968.

Weinfeld, Morris; b. NYC, Dec 28/29 1898. 
NYU. • Lawyer, legislator, NYC; sponsor of legislation for better living conditions. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1928.

Weingart, Isaac; b. NYC, ca 1873; d. NYC, Nov 6 1913. 
Mfr, importer, philanthropist, NYC; dir Montefiore Home. • See: AJYB, 16(1914-1915):167; NTimes, Nov 9 1913, IV 7:3.

Weingart, Samuel; b. Frankenthal, Germany, ca 1848; d. High Mount, NY, Aug 14 1914. 

Weingarten, Carola E (Mrs Adolph Weingarten); b. Dortmund, Germany 1905; d. NYC, June 20 1965. 

Weingarten, Joseph/Joe; b. Galicia, Oct 8 1884; d. Houston, Feb 26 1967. 
To US 1890. • Retail food chain exec, communal ldr, Houston; fdr World Inst for World Peace; bd TX Med Center; active JTS, Boy Scouts. • See: AJYB, 69:613-14; WWLAJ, 4:7; NTimes, Feb 27 1967, 29:2.

Weingarten, Lawrence A; b.*; d. Feb 6 1975. 
Motion picture producer, Los Angeles; “Adams Rib,” “Cat On a Hot Tin Roof”; officer trade assn. • See: WWLAJ, 6; NTimes, Feb 9 1975, 48:6.

Weingarten, Melville David; b. NYC, May 13 1890; d. Jan 1954. 
Stockbroker, NYC; dir Altro Workshops. • See: WWLAJ, 1938, BEOAJ; NTimes, Jan 5 1954, 27:1.

Weingarten, Oscar L; b. Troy, Feb 7 1898; d. Apr 1942. 
Business coll. • Mfr, communal worker, Newark; officer Conf of Jewish Charities. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1938, NTimes, Apr 15 1942, 21:5.

Weingrow, Samuel Meyer; b. Lomza, Dec 31 1901. 
To NYC 1912. • CCNY, MD NY Med Coll & Flower Hospital. • Neurologist, NYC; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Weinhandler, Hattie (Mrs S Weinhandler); b. Germany, 1851. 
Communal ldr, NYC; officer Fedn of Sisterhoods; an orgr synagog (Tannersville, NY); dir United Heb Charities. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):14.

Weinman, Moses; b. NYC, Oct 11 1862; d. NYC, Apr 12 1912. 
CCNY, Columbia Law. • Lawyer, NYC; officer Fraternity Soc; active communal charities. • See: AJYB, 14(1912-1913):127; NTimes, Apr 14 1912, II 172.

Weinmann, Albert; b. ca 1860; d. East Rockaway, NY, July 21 1931. 

Weinmann, Fritz (Fritz Wyman); b.* 
To US 1941. • Industrialist, Germany. • See: EF (sub Weinmann, Jacob).

Weinmann, Hans; b.* 
To US 1941. • Industrialist; est Weinmann Found. • See: EF (see Weinmann, Jacob).

Weinperlech, Zishe; b. Turisk, Russia, 1892/1893; d. Brooklyn, Jan 27 1957. 
To NYC 1913. • Yiddish poet, essayist, communal execl; editor Der Onhoyb; exec Jewish Cultural Alliance; Jewish Legion service. • See: EF; AJYB, 59:477; NTimes, Jan 28 1957, 23:4.
Weinreich, Mildred Frances (Mrs Benjamin Weinreich); b. New Kensington, PA. Philadelphia Normal School. • Educator, communal ldr, Philadelphia; natl pres Jr Hadassah. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Weinreich, Uriel; b. Vilna, May 23 1926; d. NYC, Mar 30 1967. To US 1940. • BA, MA, PhD Columbia, post-grad U Zurich. • Yiddish linguist, language tchr, editor, NYC; faculty Columbia; active professional org; author in field; WWII service. • See: EJ, WWLAJ, 4; NYTimes, Apr 1 1967, 32:3.


Weinshank, Theodore; b. Bobruisk?, ca 1844; d. Chicago, Mar 29 1912. • Cooper Union. • Author, civic ldr, Hempstead, LI; natl pres Natl Fedn of Jewish Mens Clubs, United Synagogue of America. • See: AJYB, 24:213.

Weinberg, Charles; b. Brooklyn, Apr 30 1905. • AB, MA, PhD Harvard. • Lawyer, Zionist, NYC; natl pres Natl Fedn of Jewish Mens Clubs, United Synagogue of America; natl pres Natl Comm of Jewish Youth. • See: AJYB, 76:518-19; WWIAJ, 1938; WWfIVLA, 6; NYTimes, Mar 3 1974, 793.


Weinstein, Alfred; b. Odessa, July 10 1866; d. NYC, Apr 23 1946. • To US 1882. • Labor ldr, journalist, author, NYC; fdr United Heb Trades; an editor Forward; active Socialist politics. • See: AJYB, 48:502; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; NYTimes, Apr 26 1946, 21:5.

Weinstein, Abraham; b. Odessa, May 15 1872. • Co-fdr NY Post-Grad School of Dentistry; faculty Northwestern; author in field; WWII service. • See: AJYB, 1926, 1928; NYTimes, May 1938, 38:3.

Weinstein, Alexander; b. Russian, 1893; d. Los Angeles, Feb 19 1947. • Columbia. • Business consult, industrial engineer, NYC; reorganized many cos during 1930s; faculty Columbia; officer professional asso; active Am Jewish Cong, WWII service. • See: AJYB, 49:620; WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ; WWfIVLA, 2; NYTimes, Feb 20 1947, 262.

Weinstein, Alexander; b. Russia, 1893. • Biologist, Garrison-on-Hudson, NY. • See: AJYB, 24:213.

Weinstein, Arthur David; b. Hartford, Feb 15 1910. • AB Trinity, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, Hartford; pres YMHA; dir Heb school. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Weinstein, Bertish; b. Galicia, 1905; d. 1967. • To NYC ca 1925. • Yiddish poet, NYC; known for autobiographical epic trilogy. • See: EJ.

Weinstein, Bernard; b. Odessa, July 10 1866; d. NYC, Apr 23 1946. • To US 1882. • Labor ldr, journalist, author, NYC; fdr United Heb Trades; an editor Forward; active Socialist politics. • See: AJYB, 48:502; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; NYTimes, Apr 26 1946, 21:5.

Weinstein, Boris; b. New Orleans, Mar 31 1864; d. Brooklyn, Apr 30 1905. • BA, MA, PhD Columbia, post-grad U CA (Berkeley). • Organic chemist, Seattle; faculty Stanford, U WA; editor in field; military service. • See: WWLAJ, 4.

Weinstein, Ephraim; b. London, Mar 24 1886. • BA CCNY, MA NYU. • Public & religious school tchr, principal, NYC; pres Friends of University Settlement Assn. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Weinstein, Gregory; b. Vilna, Apr 20 1864; d. Brooklyn, Sep 1935. • To US 1891. • Union of Am Rabbis; editor Internat Press; trustee Brooklyn Public Library; active politics. • See: WWIAJ, 1926, 1928; NYTimes, Sep 23 1935, 313.

Weinstein, Harris; b. New York, May 26 1893; d. Brooklyn, May 1975. • AB CCNY, AM, PhD, MD Columbia, D Sc NYU. • Physician, Commr of Public Health, NYC; faculty NY Coll of Med; asst dir Bureau of Health Education; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; NYTimes, May 29 1975, 38:3.


Weinstein, Jacob Joseph; b. Stephin, Odessa, May 26 1893; d. Detroit, Sep 14 1932. • Reader of Torah at Congregation Shaare Zedek for 40 years, Detroit. • See: AJYB, 35:130.

Weinstein, Israel; b. NYC, May 26 1893; d. Brooklyn, May 1975. • AB CCNY, AM, PhD, MD Columbia, D Sc NYU. • Physician, Commr of Public Health, NYC; faculty NY Coll of Med; asst dir Bureau of Health Education; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; NYTimes, May 29 1975, 38:3.


Weinstein, Joe; b. Austria, Sep 15 1894; d. NYC, June 13 1963. • To US 1909. • Retail exec, civic & communal worker, philanthropist, Brooklyn; benefactor NYU. • See: AJYB, 65:438; WWfIVLA, 4; NYTimes, June 14 1963, 31:1.


Weinstein, Lewis Hyman; b. Arany, Odessa, July 1893; d. NYC, May 14 1970. • To US 1906. • AB, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, communal ldr, Boston; natl officer Zionist Org of Am; officer United Jewish Brotherhoods, Intercoll Menorah; WWII Eisenhowr liaison to de Gaulle. • See: EJ; WWfIVLAJ, 1938.

Weinstein, Louis; b. NYC, Dec 28 1892. • BCS, CPA NYU. • Accountant, NYC; officer YMHA, Zionist Org of Am, Community Chest (all Mt Vernon, NY); WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Weinstein, Louis J; b. Russia, 1881; d. NYC, May 14 1930. • Dental technician, metallurgist, NYC; Chicago; co-fdr NY Post-Grad School of Dentistry; faculty Northwestern. • See: UEJ; AJYB, 33:128.

Weinstein, Mariom; b. • Journalist, NYC. • See: AJYB, 24:213.


Weis, Walter M; b. NYC, Feb 28 1892. AB, MA, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, NYC; org City Fusion Party; active Citizens Union, professional soc. • See: *WWLA*, 1938; *BEAJ*.


Weisberg, Alex F; b. Russia, July 16 1882. BS U TX, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, civic worker, Dallas; mem City Planning Commn. • See: *WWLA*, 1928.


Weisberg, Louis; b. Dallas, Jan 13 1891. AB UT TX, PhD MIT. • Chemist, conult, NYC; active professional assn; WWI service. • See: *WWLA*, 1938.

Weisberg, Mark; b. Volynia, Mar 15 1890. To US 1911. • BS Tufts. • Research chemist, conult, mt, Providence; WWI service. • See: *WWLA*, 1938.

Weisberg, Philip P; b. Sandusky, OH, 1897; d. NYC, Sep 15 1979. Business exec, philanthropist; ldr Abilities, Inc; officer Li Jewish Hospital. • See: *AJYB*, 81:377.

Weisberg, Samuel Myer; b. Boston, June 2 1905. BS Tufts, MS Am U, PhD Johns Hopkins. • Research chemist, Baltimore; with Natl Dairy Products; author in field. • See: *WWLA*, 1938.

Weisberger, David; b. Dunmore, CT, Feb 15 1904; d. Nov 8 1966. BS St Thomas Coll, DMD Harvard, MD Yale. • Physician, Boston; faculty Harvard Dental School; author in field. • See: *WWLA*, 4.


Weisel, Nathaniel; b. NYC, Jan 2 1883. BS, CE NYU. • Civil engineer, NYC; with US Treasury Dept. • See: *WWLA*, 1938.


Weisgal, Hugo; b. Ivanice, Czechoslovakia, 1912.

To US 1920. • Composer, conductor, tchr, Baltimore, NYC; faculty Juillard, JTS. • See: *EJ*.


Weisl, Edwin; b. NYC, Jan 14 1888; d. Great Neck, Jan 1949. CCNY. • Investment banker, real estate & insurance salesman, yachtsman, NYC, Great Neck; dir Madison Square Garden Corp; benefactor Police Dept Honor League. • See: *WWLA*, 1926, 1938; *NYTimes*, Jan 15 1949, 17:3.

Weisl, Edwin Louis; b. Chicago, Dec 31 1897; d. Bel Air, CA, Jan 1972. PhD, PhD, JD U Chicago. • Lawyer, exec, politician, NYC; mem Democratic Natl Com; with Paramount Pictures; friend of Lyndon B Johnson; trustee Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies; WWI service. • See: *WWWA*, 5; *NYTimes*, Jan 17 1972, 36:1.

Weisman, Ben; b. St Louis, Aug 29 1888. Merchant, exec, St Louis; trustee synagog. • See: *WWLA*, 1928.


Weisman, Joseph; b. ca 1871; d. NYC, Sep 28 1939. Rabbi, NYC. • See: *AJYB*, 42:485.


Weisman, Samuel Arthur; b. Minneapolis, May 18 1891.
B Phar, BS, MB, MD U MN; Physician, Minneapolis; faculty U MN; bd synagog; WWII med examiner. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Industrialist, consult, communal ldr, NYC; specialty: revitalizing cos; officer Union of Am Heb Congregations, synagog. • See: AJYB, 71:611; WWLAF, 5; NTimes, Oct 14 1949, 47:1.

Weisner, Louis; b. NYC, May 1 1899.
BS CCNY, MA, PhD Columbia; • Mathematician, Bronx; faculty Hunter. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

PhD U Vienna; honorary degree. • To US 1940, to Israel 1967. • Talmudic & rabbinic scholar, US, Israel; faculty Bar Ilan; officer Mizrahi; active World Zionist Org; author/ editor in field. • See: EJ; NTimes, Oct 8 1970, 503.

Rabbi, talmudic scholar, NJ, PA. • See: AJYB, 45:36; NTimes, Apr 1 1943, 23:3.

Weiss, Albert; b. Czechoslovakia, Mar 29 1865; d. NYC, Apr 30 1947.
To US 1883. • Cotton industry exec, civic worker, NYC; mem NY Bd of Higher Education; trustee CCNY. • See: AJYB, 49:620; BEOAJ; NTimes, May 2 1947, 21:2.

Weiss, Albert Paul; b. Germany, Sep 15 1879; d. Apr 3 1951.
To US as infant. • BA, MA, PhD U MO. • Psychologist, social philosopher, author, Columbus, OH; faculty OH State. • See: EJ; WWLAF, 1.

Weiss, Arthur Joseph; b. NYC, Feb 5 1885.
Realtor, distiller, Hammond, IN; officer professional soc; active synagog, B’nai B’rith, Community Chest. • See: WWLAF, 1928, 1938.

MD Jefferson Med Coll; • Neurologist, psychiatrist, Philadelphia; faculty Jefferson Med Coll; active PA Public Charities Assn. • See: WWLAF, 1938; NTimes, Feb 21 1957, 27:5.

Weiss, Bernard; b. Russia, Sep 21 1888.
MD Tufts. • Physician, Matapan, MA; faculty Coll of Physicians & Surgeons (Boston); editor Yiddisher journal; active Zionist Org of Am. • See: BEOAJ.

Weiss, Bernyce Schavrien (Mrs Leonward Weiss); b. 1902; d. NYC, June 17 1964.
Hunter. • Communal official, NYC; exec United Jewish Appeal; exec dir B’nai B’rith. • See: AJYB, 66:582; NTimes, June 19 1964, 31:4.

Weiss (Weiss), Camillo; b. Vienna, June 11 1886.
To US 1910. • CE U Vienna, MS U IL. • Structural engineer, inventor, Bethlehem, PA; with Bethlehem Steel; active Boy Scouts; author in field. • See: WWLAF, 1938; BEOAJ.

Weiss, Charles; b. Hungary, June 27 1891.
CE Cornell. • Civil engineer, Philadelphia; with PA Railroad; author/editor in field; WWII service. • See: WWLAF, 1926, 1928.

Weiss, Charles; b. Brzesko, Austria, Oct 18 1894.
To US 1905. • BSc CCNY, MS NYU, MD; PhD U PA, Jewish Tchrs Inst (JTS), post-grad Yale Army Lab School. • Bacteriologist, immunologist, San Juan, Puerto Rico, San Francisco; faculty U CA; officer Zionist Org of Am; Menorah Soc; author in field, on Jewish topics. • See: WWLAF, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ.

Weiss (Ha-Hivin), David; b. Czechoslovakia, 1927.
To US 1947. • Talmudic scholar, rabbi, concentration camp survivor, NYC; faculty JTS. • See: EJ.

Weiss, Deso A; b. Budapest, ca 1901; d. NYC, Nov 1971.
To US 1947. • U Prague, MD U Vienna. • Psychiatrist; authority on speech & voice therapy; faculty U Vienna; with Creedmore State Hospital (Queens). • See: NTimes, Nov 20 1971, 34:1.

Weiss, Dorothy Wilkes (Mrs Charles Wilkes); b. NYC, Aug 10 1896.
MD NY Med Coll & Hospital for Women, post-grad NY Post-Grad Med School. • Pediatrician, NYC, Philadelphia, San Francisco; officer Hadassah (San Francisco); active social work, synagog; author in field. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

MD Jefferson Med Coll; • Physician, Philadelphia; faculty Temple U; fdr, pres Am Psychosomatic Soc; WWII service. • See: WWLAF, 1938; NTimes, Jan 15 1960, 31:1.

Weiss, Emil; b. Sisak, Yugoslavia, Feb 26 1893.
To Chicago 1921. • U Vienna, U Graz, MD Bohemian U (Prague), U Zagreb, PhD U IL. • Pathologist, Chicago; faculty Loyola, U IL, Northwestern; consultant US Public Health Service; author in field; WWII Austro-Hungarian service. • See: UJE, WWLAF, 1928, 1938.

Weiss, Ferencz; b. Samson, Hungary, Feb 26 1884.
To US 1928. • Pressburg Rabbinical Seminary, U Steiermark. • Rabbi, Perth Amboy; pres Col De Kovatch Assn (NYC); dir Rabbinical Assn of US & Canada; WWI field rabbi. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Weiss, Frederick A; b. Berlin, ca 1899; d. NYC, Feb 1967.
To US 1939. • U Berlin, MD U Heidelberg, post-grad U Freiburg. • Psychoanalyst, NYC; fdr Karen Hornay Clinic; officer professional socs. • See: NYTimes, Feb 19 1967, 89:1.

Weiss, Harry; b. ca 1866; d. Chicago, July 18 1916.

To US 1880. • AB U Cincinnati, BHL, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Brooklyn, earlier Maco, GA; pres NY Bd of Ministers; officer Brooklyn Jewish Ministers Assn. • See: AJYB, 5(1903-1904):105; WWLAF, 1938; NTimes, Mar 6 1952, 31:4.

Weiss, Harry; b. NYC, June 28 1891; d. NYC, Apr 1955.
CCNY, CE, MA, PhD MA Columbia. • Physician, bacteriologist, inventor, NYC; faculty Harvard, Columbia; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWLAF, 1938; NTimes, Apr 22 1955, 25:3.

Weiss, Henry; b.; d. NYC, reported Oct 29 1937.
Communal worker, NYC. • See: AJYB, 40:393.

Weiss, Herman; b. ca 1869; d. NYC, July 9 1934.
Lawyer, legislator, NYC. • See: AJYB, 37:262.

Weiss, Herman; b. NYC, ca 1889; d. NYC, Jan 1971.
LLB St Lawrence. • Lawyer, Bloomdale exec, NYC. • See: NTimes, Feb 1 1971, 34:1.

BS Case Inst. • Electric equipment mfr, exec, Fairfield, CT; with General Electric; trustee Case Western. • See: WWLAF, 7; NTimes, Sep 7 1976, 361.

Weiss, Hiram B; b. Syracuse, Sep 16 1890.
Syracuse U, AB, MD U Cincinnati, post-grad St Andrews (Scotland). • Physician, Cincinnati; bd Heb Union Coll; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWLAF, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Weiss, Jacob; b. NYC, June 27 1900.
CCNY, NY Law, LLB Benjamin Harrison Law School. • Lawyer, legislator, Indianapolis; dir Jewish Welfare Fund, Jewish Fedn, Am Jewish Cong; active synagog. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Weiss, Jerome Sidney; b. Chicago, Feb 7 1909.
PhB, JD U Chicago. • Lawyer, Chicago; officer synagog, bar assns; advisory bd IL. • Youth Commn; dir Mt Sinai; active civic, youth & other causes. • See: WWLAF, 7.

Weiss, Julius; b. Rumania, ca 1876; d. NYC, Apr 11 1939.
To US as child. • BA Cornell, MD LIJ Coll Hospital. • Obstetrician, gynecologist, communal worker, Bronx; fdr, pres Bronx Maternity Hospital; pres Fedn of Rumanian
Jews in Am; active Am Jewish Cong; author/editor in field. • See: AJYB, 41:433; NYT Times, Apr 12 1939, 24-4.


Weiss, Martin; b. Vecz, Hungary, Mar 19 1866. To US 1888. • Retail merchant, civic worker, Dallas; mem Park Bd; pres Associated Civic Leagues; dir Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts. • See: WWWIAJ, 1938.

Weiss, Milton; b. Brooklyn, Feb 7 1913; d. Dec 27 1981. LLB U Miami. • Savings & loan exec, lawyer, Miami Beach; orgr Jr Chamber of Commerce; pres Greater Miami Jewish Fedn; trustee U Miami. • See: WWWIAJ, 8.

Weiss, Moritz; b.; d. NYC, Dec 13 1938. Rabbi, NYC. • See: AJYB, 41:433.

Weiss, Myron; b. Cleveland, July 14 1894. AB Harvard, Cleveland Law School. • Editor, WWIAJ, 1938; with Time, Fortune. • See: WWWIAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Weiss, Nathan; b. ca 1860; d. NYC, Apr 23 1933. Mfr, communal worker, NYC. • See: AJYB, 35:130.

Weiss, Paul; b. NYC, May 19 1901. BS CCNY, MA, PhD Harvard. • Philosopher, author, editor; faculty Bryn Mawr, Yale; officer professional assn; fdr, editor The Review of Metaphysics. • See: EJ; WWWIAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.


Weiss, Richard Simon; b. St Louis, Nov 17 1885. MD Washington U (St Louis). • Physician, dermatologist, St Louis; faculty Washington U; author/editor in field; WWI service. • See: WWWIAJ, 1926, 1928.

Weiss, Rose (Mrs Jeremiah Weiss); b. Mitzricha, Russia, Oct 3 1886. To US 1893. • Realtor, Miami Beach; dir Fedn of Charities, Jewish Welfare Bureau, Parent-Teacher Assn; active synagog. • See: WWWIAJ, 1938.

Weiss, Rose G (Mrs Leopold Weiss); b.; d. NYC, Apr 27 1940. Social worker, NYC; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: AJYB, 42:485; NYT Times, Apr 29 1940, 15:6.

Weiss, Rudolf; b. Vienna, ca 1901; d. NYC, Apr 1978. To US 1939. • Actor, Austria, NYC; with Voice of Am; fdr Judisches Kulturtheatre. • See: NYT Times, Apr 8 1978, 262.


Weiss, Samuel; b. Casualny, Hungary, May 6 1885; d. Apr 5 1966. MD LI Coll Hospital. • Gastroenterologist, NYC; faculty NY Polyclinic Med School; bd Jewish Academy of Arts & Sciences; active Boy Scouts, internat med socs; author/editor in field. • See: UJE; WWWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWIAJ, 4; NYT Times, Apr 6 1966, 434.


Weiss, Samuel Arthur; b. Krotowicz, Poland, Apr 15 1902. To US 1902. • B Pittsburgh, BS, LLB Duquesne; honorary degree. • Congressman, common pleas judge; lawyer, legislator, sports official, communal worker, Pittsburgh; pres Rosalia Pounding Home; deputy commr Natl Professional Football League. • See: UJE; EJ; WWWIAJ, 7.


Weiss, Solomon; b. Farmersville, LA, Apr 17 1885. AB Tulane, LLB U VA. • Lawyer, civic & communal ldr, New Orleans; pres Zionist Org of Am; officer Jewish Natl Fund, bar assns; active Community Chest, Civic Council, synagog; author in field. • See: WWWIAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Weiss, Soma; b. Besterce, Hungary, Jan 27 1899; d. Cambridge, MA, Jan 31 1942. To US 1920. • Royal Hungarian U, AB Columbia, MD Cornell. • Physician, researcher, Boston; faculty Harvard, Peter Bent Brigham Hospital; active med socs. • See: UJE; AJYB, 44:345; DAB, 3; NYT Times, Feb 1 1942, 42:3.

Weiss, William; b. Hungary, July 10 1887; d. NYC, May 10 1958. To NYC 1896. • LLB Brooklyn Law, LLM NY Law. • Lawyer, political worker, communal ldr; natl pres Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations; ldr Mizrahi; mem school bd; active Republican/Progressive politics, Am Jewish Cong. • See: UJE; AJYB, 60:338; WWWIAJ, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWIAJ, 3; NYT Times, May 11 1958, 87:1.

Weiss-Rosmarin, Trude; b. Frankfurt, June 17 1908. To US 1931. • U Berlin, U Leipzig, PhD U Würzburg. • Biblical scholar, educator, writer, NYC; fdr, dir The School of the Jewish Woman; active Am Jewish Cong. • See: WWWIAJ, 1938; UJE; EJ.


Weissberger, I (Lenzo) Arnold; b. NYC, Jan 16 1907; d. Feb 27 1981. AB, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, cultural ldr, NYC; officer Bronx House; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropy, Joint Distribution Com; author in field, legal history. • See: WWWIAJ, 1938; WWWIAJ, 7.

Weisser, Budd Samuel; b. NYC, Jan 30 1896. LLB NY Law, Columbia, CCNY. • Lawyer, NYC; active Republican-Fusion politics; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWWIAJ, 1938.

Weisser (Pilderwasser), Samuel Joshua; b. Novo-Ushitsa, Ukraine, Aug 15 1888; d. 1952. To US 1914. • Cantor, composer, writer, Brooklyn; officer professional assn; active Jewish orgs. • See: UJE; EJ; WWWIAJ, 1938.

Weisskopf, Victor; b. Austria, 1908. To US 1937. • Physicist; with U Rochester, Manhattan Project; MIT; active support of nuclear disarmament; author in field. • See: EJ.

Weissman, Arthur; b. NYC, Mar 26 1913; d. Oct 12 1980. BA CCNY, JD George Washington, post-grad Columbia. • Medical care admr, Oakland, CA; with Kaiser Found Health Plan & Hospitals; advisor US, CA health agencies; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWWIAJ, 7.

Weiman, Irving; b. Kolomear, Austria, Apr 4 1905. To US 1911. • Commonwealth Coll, U WI, Washington U (St Louis). • Social work org exec, researcher, publicist, St Louis; editor Child Welfare; active social work & sociology.
assns, civic relief & welfare orgs. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.

**Weissman, Reuben; b. ca 1855; d. NYC, Feb 24 1936.** Yiddish playwright, producer, NYC. • See: *AJYB*, 38:436; *NYTimes*, Feb 25 1936, 203.

**Weissman, Ruth; b. Umangne, Russia, Aug 7 1897.** To Boston 1914. • MD Tufts. • Pediatrician, Boston; assoc with Dept of Health, Tufts. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.

**Weissman, Simon David; b. New Haven, Apr 12 1895.** Yale, LLI Northeastern, CLU Am Coll of Life Underwriters. • Insurance exec, Boston; officer professional assns; WWI service. • See: *BEOAJ*.


**Welt, Louis; b. ca 1855; d. Detroit, Mar 18 1923.** Communal worker, Detroit. • See: *AJYB*, 25:141.


**Welty, Harry; b. NYC, Mar 10 1891.** Merchant, Brooklyn; pres trade assn; dir East Midwood Jewish Community Center. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.

**Welty, Isidor; b. NYC, Dec 5 1881; d. Sep 1863.** LLB NYU. • Lawyer, NYC; active communal ldr; dir Nat! Home for Jewish Children, Nat! Jewish Child Council; bd Jewish Child Council; dir Community Fund. • See: *WWIA*, 8.

**Welty, Melville Samuel; b. IN, Nov 13 1881.** AB U MI. • Paper co exec, communal ldr, Detroit; officer Jewish Social Service Bureau, Jewish Child Council; bd Jewish Welfare Fedn; natl dir Joint Distribution Com. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.

**Welty, Mildred Goldsmith (Mrs Joseph M Wels); b. Ligonier, IN, July 21 1889.** Communal exec, Detroit; natl pres Nat! Council of Jewish Women; bd Jewish Welfare Fedn; natl dir Joint Distribution Com. • See: *WWIA*, 8.

**Welch, Ben; b. NYC, 1873; d. Smithtown, LI, 1926.** Actor, comedian, NYC; remained on stage despite becoming blind. • See: *WWIA*, 13(1911-1912):135.

**Welch, Joseph; b. Vienna, July 7 1874.** To US 1888. • MD Loyola. • Physician, dermatologist, urologist, Chicago; pres med assn. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.

**Welch, Louis; b. NYC, Dec 17 1894.** To Newark 1923. • Rabbi, communal worker, Newark; natl council Mizrachi; natl exec bd Union of Orthodox Rabbis. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.

**Welch, Ruth; b. Podhajcer, Austria, May 27 1893.** To US 1914. • MD Tufts. • Pediatrician, Chicago; pres med assn; bd Jewish Union of Orthodox Rabbis. • See: *WWIA*, 1938.
Wertheim, Emma Stern (Mrs Jacob Wertheim)


Wengeroff (Vengerova), Isabel; b. 1877; d. Feb 1956. Pianist, music teacher; faculty Curtis, St Petersburg Conservatory. • See: *UJE*, *EF*, (sub Wengeroff (Vengerov), Samyov Atanasievich); *NYTimes*, Feb 8 1956, 313 (sub Vengerova, Isabelle).

Wengeroff, Zinaida; b. Russia, 1867; d. Brooklyn, Mar 17 1913. Musician. • See: *NYTimes*, 17:465; *WWL*, 26:627; *WWU1IA*, 26:526.


Werk, Julius; b. Austria, 1896; d. NYC, July 31 1968. To US 1901. • Business exec, philanthropist, NYC; benefactor Haifa Technion. • See: *AJYB*, 70:526; *NYTimes*, Aug 1 1968, 312.

Werlin, Jacob; b. ca 1870; d. Saratoga, NY, June 8 1878; d. Brooklyn, Feb 26 1919. Glass manufacturer, Brooklyn. • See: *NYU*, 21:241; *BEAOAJ*, *NYTimes*, Feb 26 1919, 234.

Werner, Alfred; b. Vienna, Mar 30 1911; d. NYC, July 14 1979. JD U Vienna, Inst of Fine Arts, NYC. • Art critic, biographer, poet, faculty Rutgers; editor *UJE*; consulted Am Jewish Cong, Theodor Herald Inst (NYC); author in field. • See: *AJYB*, 81:377; *WWL*, 7.

Werner, Charles; b. Krosinewitz, Poland, Apr 15 1865. Exec, communal & philanthropic worker, St Louis; with MGM. • See: *WWLAJ*, 26, 1928, 1929. Werner, Eric (Erich); b. Vienna, 1901. To US 1938. • PhD U Strasbourg. • Musicologist, musician, Cincinnati, Tel Aviv; specialty: history of music; faculty Heb Union Coll, U Tel Aviv. • See: *EF*.


Werner, Jacob; b. Brooklyn, Apr 8 1912. Rabbi, Seattle. • See: *AJYB*, 14(1912-1913):126.

Werner, Max (pseud of Schiffrin, Alexander); b. Kharkov, Russia, 1901; d. NYC, Jan 8 1951. To NYC 1943. • Writer, military & political analyst, Russian Social Democrat, author. • See: *UJE*, *AJYB*, 53:526; *WWL*, 3; *NYTimes*, Jan 9 1951, 291.


Wershow, Max; b. Russia, Feb 13 1888. DVM OH State, MD U MI. • Physician, Detroit; with public & communal clinics. • See: *WWLAJ*, 1928.


Wertman, Morris R; b. NYC, Mar 6 1897. Columbia. • Author, foreign correspondent, biographer; with *NY Tribune*; official WPA; WWI service. • See: *UJE*, *WWLAJ*, 1926, 1928, 1938; *BEAOAJ*.


Werfel, Louis; b. *; d. Algeria, Dec 24 1943. Rabbi, chaplain; *Flying Rabbi*; died in airplane crash. • See: *AJYB*, 46:347.
Wertheimer, Maurice


Wertheim, Maurice; b. NYC, Feb 16 1886; d. Cos Cob, CT, May 27 1950. AB, AM Harvard. Investment banker, cigar co exec, art patron, communal ldr, NYC; a fdr Theatre Guild; mem Am Persian Relief Com; active Am Jewish Com, Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. See: UJE; AJYB, 52:505; WWLA, 1928, 1938; BEOA; WWIA, 3; NYT Times, May 28 1950, 44:3.

Wertheim, Stanley; b. Ironon, OH, Nov 15 1888. Yarn mfr & importer, NYC; officer trade org; Prohibition candidate for NY Senate. See: WWLA.


Wertheimer, Jacob; b. ca 1858; d. NYC, 1894. Rabbi, Dayton, OH; convert to Christianity. See: AJYB, 43:365.


Wertheimer, Ralph Monroe; b. Cleveland, Apr 16 1889. Spencerian Coll. Publisher, printer, Cleveland; with Jewish Review & Observer; WWII service. See: WWLA, 1938.


Wessel, Bessie E Bloom (Mrs Morris J Wessel); b. Ukraine, Apr 22 1889. To US 1911. PhB Brown, MA, PhD Columbia. Sociologist, social worker, New London, CT; specialty: ethnicity; faculty U CT; pres CT Conf of Social Work; author in field. See: UJE; WWLA, 1938; BEOA.


Wessley, Harvey Edward; b. Chicago, July 8 1894. AB, MA U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll. Rabbi, Duluth, Tyler, TX; officer United Jewish Social Agencies. See: WWLA, 1938.


Wetzler, Hermann Hans; b. Frankfurt, 1870; d. NYC, May 1943. • See: AJYB, 76:94.

To US 1892, 1940. • Hoch Conservatory. • Conductor, organist, composer; dir Wetzler Orchestra; conductor Cologne Opera. • See: NYTimes, May 30 1943, 26:3.

Wetzler, Joseph; b. Hoboken, NJ, Dec 6 1863; d. 1911. • See: AJYB, 80:1.

Stevens Inst of Technology. • Engineer, NYC; dir: Tech Technical Inst; editor in field. • See: WWWLAJ, 1.

Wetzler, S Frederick; b. ca 1883; d. New Haven, Nov 6 1936. • See: AJYB, 76:265.

Lawyer, civic ldr, New Haven. • See: AJYB, 39:599.

Wetzler, Sidney H; b. Milwaukee, Feb 2 1883. • See: AJYB, 24:214.

U WI, Rush Med Coll. • Surgeon, Milwaukee.

Wexler, Emanuel; b. Syracuse, Mar 17 1883. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):205.

V. • Mathematician; with Inst for Advance Study (Princeton), Zurich Inst of Technology, U inverted author in field; WWI service. • See: WWWLAJ, 3; NYTimes, Dec 10 1955, 21:3.


BS, MS, EE; post-grad U PA. • Physicist, electrical engineer, fiction writer, Philadelphia; faculty U PA; inventor/author in field; WWI service. • See: WWWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOA; WWWLAJ, 5.

Weyl, Herman; b. Elsmorn, Germany, Nov 9 1885; d. Zurich, Dec 8 1955. • See: AJYB, 38:21-26,436.

To US 1933. • U Munich, PhD U Göttingen. • Mathematician; with Inst for Advance Study (Princeton), Zurich Inst of Technology, U Göttingen; author in field. • See: WWWLAJ, 4, NYTimes, Aug 12 1962, 80:1.


BS Harvard, D Sc MIT. • Meteorologist, Washington DC; with US Weather Bureau; author in field; WWII service. • See: EJ; WWWLAJ, 4, NYTimes, Aug 12 1962, 80:1.

Wexler, Irving (Waxey Gordon); b. NYC, 1888; d. Philadelphia, Apr 25 1954. • Underworld figure; involved in alcohol, drug & black market activities. • See: DAB, 5.


To US 1905. • U TN, MD Middlesex U, Boston Coll Law, JD Calvin Coolidge Law. • Physicist, Boston; WWII service. • See: WWWLAJ, 6.


Wexler, William Abe; b. Toledo, 1913. • Natl communal ldr, optometrist, alderman, Savannah; natl pres B’nai B’rith; clerk of Jud Conf of Presidents of Major Am Jewish Orgs. • See: EJ.

Wexley, John; b. NYC, Sep 14 1907. • See: AJYB, 24:214.

NYU. • Playwright, screenwriter, earlier Yiddish & English actor, NYC. • See: UJE; WWWLAJ, 1918, 1938; BEOA.


Judge, Los Angeles. • See: AJYB, 24:214.

Weyl, Carrie Stein (Mrs Maurice N Weyl); b. Philadelphia, July 7 1870. • Communal & civic ldr, Philadelphia; officer Nat Council of Jewish Women; active League of Women Voters, anti-war orgs. • See: WWWLAJ, 1938.

Weyl, George; b. NYC, 1890; d. Los Angeles, Oct 11 1938. • Producer, directed, liberal, lyricist, dancer; creator Charleston & Turkey Trot dances. • See: DAB, 8; NYTimes, Oct 12 1968, 37:1.


PhD Harvard. • Economist, financial expert, communal & settlement house worker; with Treasury Dept. • See: EJ; AJYB, 51:525; NYTimes, Aug 18 1948, 1:2.


White, Henry (Harry); b. Baltimore, 1866. • Labor, civic & public ldr; general secy United Garment Workers of Am. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):205-06.

White, James Louis; b. Ogden, Utah, Nov 2 1894. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):205-06.


Whinston, Selig; b. NYC, July 2 1900. • Architect, NYC. • See: WWWLAJ, 1938.

White, Abraham; b. 1864; d. NYC, May 24 1906. • See: AJYB, 37:263.

Representative of United Heb Charities, Ellis Island, NYC. • See: AJYB, 8(1906-1907):225.

White, Morris; b. Yelisand-GradnKherson, near Odessa, Russia, ca 1888; d. NYC, Oct 1962. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):205-06.

To NYC ca 1900. • Handbag mfr, real estate operator, NYC; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies, Salvation Army; fundraiser. • See: WWWLAJ, 1926, 1928; NYTimes, Oct 7 1962, 82:1.
White, Morton; b. NYC, 1917. Philosopher, physicist; special interest: epistemology; faculty CCNY, Columbia, U PA, Harvard. • See: EJ.

White, Robert Mayer; b. Boston, 1923. Meteorologist; chief US Weather Bureau; WWII service. • See: EJ.

White, Saul Elchanan; b. Kolno, Poland, June 8 1908; d. 1983. To US 1920. • BS NYU, MHI, Jewish Inst of Religion. • Rabbi, San Francisco. • See: WWWI AJ, 1938; CCARYB.


Whitney, Rosalie Loew (Mrs T H Whitney); b. NYC, 1873; d. NYC, 1939. Hunter, LLB NYU. • Lawyer, court of domestic relations judge, NYC; mem State Industrial Commn; dir Neighborhood Laundry Assn; active Legal Aid Soc, Republican politics, fight against loan sharks. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):206; NYTimes, Sep 4 1939, 193.

Wholberg, Gerald Walker; b. Brooklyn, Mar 4 1939; d. Dec 10 1973. MD Albert Einstein Coll of Med. • Psychiatrist; faculty Boston U. • See: WWWI AJ.

Wise, David Herschel; b. Petersburg, VA. AB, MA Washington & Lee, BHL, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Omaha, Newark, Philadelphia; active youth & family work. • See: WWWI AJ, 1938.

Widcrwitz, Chayim (Hayyim Jacob); b. Mogilev district, Nov 17 1836; d. NYC, May 9 1911. To US 1891. • Hassidic rabbi, scholar, NYC. • See: AJYB, 13(1911-1912):138; Eisenstien, 38.


Wiener, Abraham; b. NYC, 1841; d. Cleveland, Dec 10 1921. Civic & communal worker, Cleveland; trustee synagog, Heb Relicf Soc, Assoc Charities, Jewish Orphan Asylum. • See: AJYB, 24:103.

Wiener, Alexander Solomon; b. Brooklyn, Mar 16 1907; d. Nov 6 1976. AB Cornell, MD LI Coll Hospital; honorary degree. • Physician, immunohematologist, NYC; specialty: research into Rh & other blood factors; faculty NYU; active professional assn; author in field. • See: EJ; WWWI AJ, 1938; WWWI AJ, 7; NYTimes, Nov 7 1976, 40:1.

Wiener, Belle Abe (Mrs Abraham Wiener); b. Cincinnati, 1858. Communal & civic worker, Cleveland; bd Fresh Air Camp, General Hospital. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):115-16.

Wiener, Cecil B; b. ca 1876; d. Buffalo, 1960. U Buffalo Law. • Childrens court judge, social work exec, Buffalo; pres NY Conf on Social Work; dir Jewish Fedn for Social Services; active Democratic politics. • See: WWWI AJ, 1918; NYTimes, Sep 4 1960, 69:1.


Wiener, Jacob I; b. ca 1876; d. Jamaica, NY, Feb 28 1936. Lawyer, journalist, author in field. • See: AJYB, 38:436.


Wiener, Max; b. Oppeln, Germany, 1882; d. NYC, June 30 1950. To US 1939. • U Breslau, PhD U Berlin, JTS (Breslau). • Reform rabbi, theologian, Zionist, author, Cincinnati; faculty Heb Union Coll; WWII German army chaplain. • See: UJE; EJ; NYTimes, July 2 1950, 24:8.

Wiener, Meyer; b. St Louis, Jan 10 1876. Washington U (St Louis), MD MO Med Coll, post-grad abroad. • Ophthalmologist, St Louis; faculty Washington U; officer med assns; active MO Commn for the Blind; author/editor in field; WWII service. • See: WWWI AJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; WWWI AJ, 5.

Wiener, Nathan; b. Hasenpooth, Russia; Nov 25 1892; d. NYC 1907. • PhG Columbia. • Dress mfr, NYC; active Jewish philanthropic & communal insts. • See: WWWI AJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.


Wiener, Norman Henry; b. Russia, May 12 1891; d. NYC 1907. • Steel co exec, mayor, Albion, MI; mem city council. • See: WWWI AJ, 1938.

Wiener, Philip; b. NYC, 1905. Philosopher, NYC; faculty CCNY; for Journal of the History of Ideas. • See: EJ.

Wiener, Philip Leo; b. Kremenchitz, Poland, Aug 5 1903; d. NYC 1909. • BS CCNY, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, LI City; officer Avukah; active United Synagogue of Am, Boy Scouts, Zionist Org of Am; speaker on Jewish topics & Democratic politics. • See: WWWI AJ, 1938.

Wiener, Samson; b. Shreveport, Dec 27 1907. • B Arch U MI, Lumberman, Dallas; bd Natl Fedn of Temple Brotherhoods; dir Dallas Open Forum; active natl Jr Chamber of Commerce. • See: WWWI AJ, 1938.


Wiener, Theodore; b. 1918. Jewish librarian, Reform rabbi; with Heb

Wiener, William: b. Newark, 1867; d. Newark, July 31 1948. MA, PhD Columbia, LLB NJ Law. • Educator, meteorologist, Newark; principal city high school; blamed bad weather on war in Europe. • See: AJYB, 24:214; NTimes, Aug 1 1948, 563.


Wienrodkoff, Samuel; b. ca 1884; d. Peabody, MA, Apr 11 1938. Rabbi. • See: AJYB, 40:393.


Wiesel, Alexander Sandor; b. Felsovesmart, Austro-Hungary, Sep 17 1894. • Rabbi, Shreveport, Amarillo, TX; an editor Jewish Monitor; officer Zionist Org of Am; B'nai B'rith, Civic Music Assn. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Wiesel, Alice Hirsh (Mrs Samuel Wiesel); b. NYC, June 5 1885. U Chicago, U AL. • Communal & civic worker, Tuscaloosa, AL; secy Bd of Education; officer AL Assn of Sunday School Tchrs, Crippled Childrens Soc. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Wiesel, Sam; b. Budapest, Oct 15 1885. To Tuscaloosa, AL 1900. • Clothing merchant, Tuscaloosa, AL; officer trade assns, synagog; dir Emergency Relief Bd; active Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Wiesen, Bessie (Mrs Elias Wiesen); b. Austria, ca 1865; d. NYC, Nov 17 1938. To US as young woman. • Communal & welfare worker, NYC; dir Hebr Childrens Home, Johanna Aid Soc. • See: AJYB, 41:433; NTimes, Nov 18 1938, 21:5.

Wiesen, David Stanley; b. NYC, May 27 1936; d. Aug 16 1962. AB, PhD Harvard. • Classics scholar, Palos Verdes, CA; faculty Brandeis, U Southern CA; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 8.

Wiesenburg, William Maurice; b. Jaworow, Austria, Jan 18 1892. To US 1903. • BS CCNY, CE Brooklyn Polytech, MS George Washington. • Engineer, contractor, NYC. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1938.


Wiesfeld, Leon; b. Rzeszow, Galicia, Feb 17 1876; d. NYC, Jan 14 1970, 47:2. • See: AJYB, 40:393.


Wilder, Billy; b. Vienna, 1906. To US 1933-1934; • Film dir, writer, Academy Award winner, “Ninotchka,” “Sabrina,” “Lost Weekend.” • See: EJ.

Wile, Herman: b. Germany, July 22 1864; d. Buffalo, Dec 28 1958. To US 1880. • Merchant, mfr, communal worker, Buffalo; exec Union of Am Hev Congregations; trustee Nat Jewish Hospital, synagog. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):116; Psychoanalyst, communal & civic worker, author. • See: UJE.
Wilentz, David Theodore; b. Dec 21 1895. LLB NY Law School. • NJ Atty General, lawyer, Perth Amboy; prosecuted Hauptmann in Lindbergh case; active Democratic politics. • See: UJE; WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.


Wilhelm, Seymour Frederick; b. NYC, Apr 2 1900; d. Feb 1958. BS, MD Columbia. • Urologist, surgeon, NYC; author in field. • See: WWLAJ; NTimes, Feb 16 1958, 868.


Wilinovsky, Abram Isaac; b. Warsaw, Dec 20 1882. MD U Baltimore. • Physician, Deputy Commr of Health, Boston; exec secy Jewish Community Health; co-surveyor of health in Palestine; active Fedn of Jewish Charities, professional socs. • See: WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Wilkoff, Mrs Samuel; b. 1867; d. Youngstown, June 19 1939. Communal worker, Youngstown. • See: AYB, 41:344.


Williams, Jacob L; b. Augustow, Suwalki, Apr 21 1888. Communal ldr, Wilkes-Barre; pres Heb Free Loan; officer synagogues; dir Heb Inst, Talmud Torah. • See: WWLAJ, 1928.


Willinsky, Abram Isaac; b. Omaha, Mar 25 1885. AB, MB U Toronto, post-grad Europe. • Physician, Toronto; officer med socs. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Willofskji, Jacob David Ben Ze'ev (Ze'eb) (Ridbaz); b. Kobrin, Feb 7 1845; d. 1913. To US 1900, to Palestine 1905. • Orthodox rabbi, talmidist, author, commentator, rfr Russian yeshiva; named "elder rabbi" Union of Orthodox Rabbis (US); left US because of a lack of religion among Orthodox Jews. • See: JE (sub Ridbaz, Jacob David B Zeeb); EJ; AYB, 6(1904-1905):222; Eisenstadt, 38-40.

Wilner, Anna; b. Russia, ca 1871; d. Rockaway Park, Feb 9 1940. To US 1892. • MD NY Infirmary for Women & Children, post-grad Johns Hopkins, Vienna. • Physician, pioneer Zionist; active Hadassah; author in field. • See: AYB, 42:485; NTimes, Feb 11 1940, 482.


Wilner, Samuel; b. ca 1848; d. NYC, Apr 19 1934. Mfr, Zionist & communal worker, NYC. • See: AYB, 36:288.

Wilson, Abraham; b. NYC, Oct 26 1898. BA CCNY, LLB St Lawrence. • Lawyer, NYC; counsel Master Plumbers Assn; active non-partisan politics; author in field. • See: BEOAJ.

Wilson, Nathan; b. Kovno, Mar 17 1879; d. NYC, Apr 1955.
To US 1891. • Realtor, bldr, real estate referee & arbitrator, NYC; mem Real Estate Bd of NY; active Fed of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: WWWL, 1938; NYTimes, Apr 14 1955, 29:3.

To US 1902. • MD NYU, post-grad Harvard, Johns Hopkins, abroad. • Pediatrician, NYC, Brooklyn; author in field. • See: WWWL, 1928; NYTimes, Sep 15 1961, 33:3.

To US 1911. • Cooper Union, Beaux Arts, Natl Academy of Design. • Artist, NYC. • See: WWWL, 6; NYTimes, Nov 25 1974, 34:4.

Wimpfheim, Charles A; b. ca 1858; d. Nov 27 1934.
Merchant, philanthropist, NYC, Long Branch, NJ. • See: AJYB, 37:263.

Wimpfheim, Henrietta Scheuer (Mrs Marx Wimpfheim); b. Mainz, June 21 1836; d. NYC, Sep 1939.

Wimpfheim, Lloyd A; b. NYC, Dec 29 1932 (incorrect, probably 1882).
PhD Yale (1902). • Merchant, importer, NYC. • See: BEOAJ.


Winchell, Walter; b. NYC, Apr 7 1897; d. Feb 20 1972.
Newspaper radio commentator, columnist, NYC; earlier vaudeville actor; fri Damon Runyon Memorial Fund; known for gossip about notables; WWI service. • See: UJE; EF; WWWL, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWL, 5; Jewish Post, Mar 17 1972; NYTimes, Feb 21 1972, 1:5.

Winchevsky, Morris (born Lippe Benon Novachovitch) (pseud=Leopold Benedick); b. Yanovo, Lithuania, Aug 9 1856; d. NYC, Mar 19 1892.
To US 1894. • Yiddish poet, essayist, journalist, editor, translator, pioneer Jewish Socialist, NYC; expelled from Russia, began using Yiddish in London to reach Jewish working classes. • See: AJYB, 24:214, 34:113; DAB; NYTimes, Mar 20 1932.

To London 1933, to US 1942, to England 1955. • PhD U Hamburg. • Art historian, philosopher, faculty U Hamburg, U Chicago, Smith, Oxford U; with Warburg Inst

(Walkom, Germany, London) author/editor in field. • See: WWWL, 5; NYTimes, Sep 18 1971, 32:1.

Wind, Jacob Jonas; b. Soezisow, Poland, Apr 25 1890.
To US 1907. • Merchant, Bergen, NJ; officer Jewish Natl Workers Alliance; active synagog. • See: WWWL, 1938.

Wind, Max Eisen; b. Austria, Dec 20 1881.
To US 1899. • Mfr, Campella, MA. • See: WWWL, 1938.

Wind, Solomon; b. Austria; d. Israel, Dec 16 1966.

Winder, Ben; b.; d. Cleveland, May 2 1913.

Windheim, Marek; b. Warsaw, ca 1895; d. NYC, 1960.
Operatic tenor; with Metropolitan Opera. • See: NYTimes, Dec 2 1960, 29:1.

Wineburgh, H Harold; b. NYC, Nov 25 1901.
BS Princeton. • Advertising exec, Dallas, NYC; WWI service. • See: WWWL, 1938.

Wineburg, Henry; b. NYC, Aug 17 1863; d. Phoenix, Feb 1937.

Wineman, Henry; b. Cincinnati, Dec 12 1878; d. Palm Beach, Feb 1957.
AB U MI; Mail order merchant, communal & civic ldr, Detroit; pres Jewish Welfare Fedn; bd Heb Union Coll; dir Better Business Bureau. • See: UJE; WWWL, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWWL, 6; NYTimes, Feb 11 1957, 29:3.

Winer, Samuel; b.; d. St. Paul, Feb 22 1940.
Civic & communal worker, St Paul. • See: AJYB, 42:485.

To US 1907. • Insurance broker, Louisville; trustee synagog; WWI service. • See: WWWL, 1938.

Winestine, Belle Fligelman (Mrs Norman Winestine); b. Syracuse, Oct 4 1891; d. St Paul, Apr 6 1979.
AB U WI. • Civic ldr, author, playwright, Helena, MT; editor The MT Progressive; pres MT League of Women Voters; secy to Congresswoman Jeanette Rankin; active Republican politics, childrens issues. • See: WWWL, 1938.

Winestine, Norman; b. Wassac, NY, Feb 15 1895.
AB Yale. • Merchant, civic ldr, Helena, MT; pres Capital City Rehabilitation Corp, Chamber of Commerce; dir YMCA; active Boy Scouts, Salvation Army, synagog. • See: WWWL, 1938.

Winett, Schai A; b. Elizabethgrad, June 4 1884.
To NYC 1903. • Inst of Technology (Russia), BS, CE Cooper Union, Industrial School of Art (NYC). • Civil engineer, inventor, NYC; with NY Central Railroad; officer NY-Russian Social Reform Party. • See: WWWL, 1928, 1938.

Winetzkaya, Maria (Mrs Schai Winett); b. Kishinev, Feb 22 1893; d. May 1956.

Winick, Ben Raymond; b. Knoxville, June 19 1897; d. Tel Aviv, Dec 30 1964.
AB, LLB U TN, post-grad Columbia. • Zionist ldr, lawyer, Knoxville; natl officer Zionist Org of Am; active Jewish Community Center, Republican politics; WWI service. • See: AJYB, 67:545; WWWL, 1938, NYTimes, Jan 11 1965, 19:4.

Wining, Hyman; b. ca 1840; d. Albany, NY, Jan 11 1922.
Rabbi, Albany, NY. • See: AJYB, 24:103.

Neurologist, neuropsychiatrist; faculty Temple U, U PA; officer med socs; author/lecturer in field. • See: UJE, AJYB, 58:479; WWWL, 1938; WWWL, 3; NYTimes, Feb 15 1956, 31:4.


Cornell, MD PhD U MN. • Gynecologist; authority on hypnosis; faculty Columbia; author in field. • See: NYTimes, Sep 3 1966, 23:5.

Winkelman, Moses; b. Syracuse, Oct 4 1887.
PhD Syracuse U. • Mfr, civic & communal ldr, Syracuse; pres Community Chest, Jewish Welfare Fedn. • See: WWWL, 1938.

Clothing co exec, Detroit; officer trade assns; bd Jewish Home for Aged. • See: WWWL, 7.

Winkler, Eli; b. Cincinnati, Sep 23 1873; d. NYC, Nov 1949.

Winkler, Helen; b. Austria, ca 1877; d. Palo Alto, Nov 22 1947. To US as child. • Social work & immigrant aid exec, NYC; orcr Civic Com for Adult Literacy; active & Tel Aviv; Council of Jewish Women; immigrant aid. • See: AJYB, 50:525; NYTimes, Nov 25 1947, 32:4.

Winkler, Max; b. Vama, Rumania, Nov 20/30 1893; d. Sep 4 1953. To NYC 1910. • U Vienna, Columbia, MA, PhD NYU. • Economist, government advisor, NYC; faculty CCNY; author in field. • See: UJE, WWLAI, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ, NYTimes, Sep 6 1953, 50:3.

Winkler, Max; b. Cracow, Sep 4 1866; d. Mar 14 1930. To US as child. • Harvard, PhD U MI, postgrad U Berlin. • Philologist, Ann Arbor; specialty: German language; faculty U MI; editor in field. • See: JE, AJYB, 6(1904-1905):206,24:214; WWLAI, 1.


Winn, Milton; b. NYC, Aug 28 1895; d. NYC, Mar 1 1966. BS, LLB Columbia. • US government & UN official, diplomat, lawyer, communal lrd; orcr Am Turkish Soc; sent to Turkey by US official, diplomat, lawyer, communalldr; active B'nai B'rith; synagog, Jewish charity. • See: AJYB, 68:534; WWLAI, 4; NYTimes, Mar 2 1966, 41:1.

Winner, Lily; b. St Louis, Mar 27 1892. Washington U (St Louis), U Chicago. • Lawyer, editor, playwright, Jackson Hatts, NY, contributor Am Her. • See: WWLAI, 1926, 1928; WWLAI, 8.

Winnig, Jacob S; b. Milwaukee, July 8 1887. Business coll (Oshkosh, WI). • Exec, Zionist, Fond du Lac, WI; pres trade assn; active B'nai B'rith, synagog, Jewish charity. • See: WWLAI, 1928.

Winograd, Roman; b. Warsaw, May 29 1898. To US 1900. • BS Cooper Union, LLB NY Law, JSD St Johns. • Lawyer, NYC; earlier machine & tool designer. • See: WWLAI, 1938.


Winogradow, Alexander; b. Leda, Russia, ca 1887; d. NYC, Nov 1970. To US 1924. • PhD U Freiburg. • Chemist, researcher, consult; inventor of materials, fabrics. • See: NYTimes, Nov 16 1970, 40:3.


Winokur, Asher; b. Ushmor, Volynia, Aug 5 1884. To US 1914. • Vienna Conservatory. • Cantor, Hungary, Philadelphia. • See: WWLAI, 1928.

Winokur, Morris; b. Philadelphia, Nov 8 1910. BS CCNY, MS, Dr Ed NYU. • Biologist, NYC; faculty CCNY; author in field. • See: WWLAI, 1938.


Winter, Benjamin; b. Lodz, Feb 5 1881; d. NYC, June 16 1944. To US 1901. • Realtor, communal lrd, philanthropist, NYC; pres Fedn of Polish Jews of Am; exec bd Zionist Org of Am; orcr Am Jewish Cong. • See: AJYB, 46:347; WWLAI, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ, NYTimes, June 17 1944, 13:1.

Winter, Ted; b. Chicago, May 9 1919; d. 1980. U MI, Loyola. • Publishing exec, Chicago; mem Bd of Education (Highland Park, IL); delegate White House Conf on Education; officer Am Jewish Com; bd Bureau of Jewish Employment Problems. • See: WWLAI, 7.


Winter, William; b. Newark, May 6 1907. Asheville U (NC). • Lawyer, radio commentator, Charlotte, NC; orcr B'nai B'rith; active Democratic politics. • See: WWLAI, 1938.

Winternitz, Emanuel; b. Vienna, Aug 4 1898; d. Aug 18 1983. To US 1938. • LLD U Vienna. • Museum curator, art historian, musicologist; faculty Yale, Rutgers; with Metropolitan Museum of Art; officer professional socs; author in fields. • See: WWLAI, 8.


Winthrop, Moses H; b. ca 1879; d. Minneapolis, Mar 6 1936. Public official, Minneapolis. • See: AJYB, 38:436.


Wintrobe, Maxwell Myer; b. Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1901. To US 1929. • BA, MD U Manitoba. • Hematologist, Salt Lake City; faculty Tulane, Johns Hopkins, U UT. • See: EJ.

Wirth, Louis; b. Gemünden, Germany, Aug 28 1897; d. Buffalo, May 3 1952. To US 1911. • PhD, MA, PhD U Chicago. • Sociologist, communal worker, Chicago; faculty Tulane, U Chicago; specialty: urban affairs; pres Am Council on Race Relations; officer professional orgs; active Jewish Social Service Bureau, Natural Resource Com; author in field. • See: EJ, AJYB, 54:541; WWLAI, 1938; WWLAI, 3; NYTimes, May 4 1952, 90:5.

Wirth, Sophie (Mrs Jacob Wirth); b. Oppenheim, Germany, 1848. Communal & social welfare worker, St Paul; supr Settlement House; officer Jewish Relief Soc, Natl Conf of Jewish Charities. • See: AJYB, 7(1903-1906):116.

Wissart, Zoltan Tillson; b. Cleveland, Oct 10 1899; d. Aug 18 1967. MB, MD U Cincinnati, BS Case. • Physician, Portland, OR; faculty U Southern CA, U OR; officer med assn; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWLAI, 4.

Wisn, Joseph Ezra; b. NYC, Feb 26 1901. BS CCNY, PhD Columbia. • Historian, NYC; faculty CCNY; author in field. • See: WWLAI, 1938.
Wischnitzer, Mark; b. Royov, Poland, Dec 7 1939; d. June 26 1939. To US 1941. • PhD U Berlin. • Historian, sociologist, encyclopedist, editor, author, communal leader, editor, publisher, Jewish Welfare Federation; faculty Yeshiva U, St Petersburg; active helping Jews emigrate from Nazi Germany. • See: *UJE*, *NYTimes*, *WWIA*, Oct 18 1955, 37:5.

Wischnitzer (Wischnitzer-Bernstein), Rachel; b. Minsk, 1892. To US 1940. • Jewish art scholar, curator, museum director, NYC; editor, author, editor in field. • See: *JE*, *UJE*, *NYTimes*, *WWIA*.

Wise, Aaron; b. Erlau, Hungary, May 2 1884; d. Cincinnati, Mar 23 1900. To US 1873-1874. • U Leipzig, PhD U Halle. • Rabbi, early Conservative leader, Heb scholar, communal leader, Brooklyn, NYC; a forerunner of communal education. • See: *JE*, *UJE*, *DAB*.


Wise, Carrie; b. ca 1859; d. NYC, June 30 1933. Communal & civic worker, NYC. • See: *AJYB*, 35:130.

Wise, Edmond E; b. Cassel, Germany, Feb 12 1865; d. NYC, July 23 1932. Phil, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, communal leader, NYC; bd Heb Orphans' Asylum; dir Home for Working Girls. • See: *AJYB*, 1926, 1928; *WWIA*, 1.


Wise, Julius; b. ca 1851; d. Chicago, Apr 1902. Physician, journalist, Chicago. • See: *AJYB*, 4:1902-1903:197; *NYTimes*, Apr 20 1902, 7:5.


Wise, Lewis Elsherg; h. NYC, Jan 29 1888. • Lawyer, communal leader, NYC; orgr, pres Vnited Cigar Stores of Am. • See: *AJYB*, 1926, 1928, 1938; *BOEAF*, *WWIA*, 2; *DAB*, 4; *NYTimes*, Apr 20 1949, 33:1.

Wise, Louis Elsherg; h. NYC, Jan 29 1888. • Lawyer, communal leader, NYC; orgr, pres Vnited Cigar Stores of Am. • See: *AJYB*, 1926, 1928, 1938; *BOEAF*, *WWIA*, 6.


Wise, Samuel Daniel; b. Cleveland, Nov 28 1873. Merchant, communal & civic ldr, Cleveland; officer Jewish Welfare Fedn; exec comm Community Fund; active immigrant aid. • See: *WWIA*, 1918.

Wise, Selma Bondi (Mrs Isaac Mayer Wise); b. ca 1843; d. NYC, Mar 14 1934. Widow of M Wise. • See: *AJYB*, 36:288.


Wish, Harvey; b. Chicago, Sep 4 1900; d. Mar 8 1968. BS II. Tech, MA U Chicago, PhD Northwestern; • Historian, Cleveland; faculty Western Reserve; author in field. • See: *WWIA*, 5.

Witkin, Isaac; b. NYC, Feb 3 1892. AB Harvard. • Commer broker, merchant, NYC; orgr, pres trade assn. • See: WWLAJ, 1918.


Witkin, Zara; b. Bondsville, MA, Dec 14 1900. BS U CA. • Civil & construction engineer, Los Angeles; consult to USSR; active Social Housing Movement. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Witmark, Isidore; b. NYC, June 15 1869; d. NYC, Apr 9 1941. Music publisher, composer, sheet music pioneer, NYC; sponsored black artists. • See: DAB, 3; NYTimes, Apr 10 1941, 23:5.


Witmark, Julius Peyster (Julie); b. 1870; d. 1929. Singer, pioneer "song plugger," NYC. • See: DAB, 3 (sub Witmark, Isidore).


Witt, Max Siegfried; b. Stettin, Germany, Nov 12 1871; d. Apr 5 1914. Composer of popular melodies; "My Little Georgia Rose." • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):207; WWLAJ, 1.


Wittgenstein, Ludwig; b. ca 1905; d. NYC, Jan 1972. CCNY, Columbia Law. • Tchr union ldr, NYC; authority on cths pension; officer NYC Tchr Retirement Bd, United Fedn of Tchrs. • See: NYTimes, Jan 4 1972, 56:1.


Wittlin, Jozef; b. Galicia, 1896; d. NYC, Apr 9 1941. To US 1928. • Polish poet, author, translator, exponent of expressionism; translated Homer into Polish; WWI service. • See: UJE, EJ, NYTimes, Mar 1 1976, 261.


Witty, Irving; b. ca 1904; d. NYC, July 6 1976. U MI. • Clothing mfr, retailer, NYC; a fdr, officer Multiple Sclerosis Soc. • See: NYTimes, July 30 1960, 17:5.

Wlach, Oscar (Oskar); b. Vienna, 1881; d. NYC, Aug 1963. To US 1938. • Modern architect, NYC; built housing projects (Vienna, Turkey); WWI service. • See: UJE, NYTimes, Aug 20 1963, 33:3.

Wolbach, Murry; b. Chicago, Jan 29 1876. Wolbach, Morry; b. Chicago, Jan 29 1876. Realtor, Chicago; dir Michael Reese Hospital. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Wohl, Michael Gershon; b. Ukraine, Feb 19 1887; Apr 25 1888. MD Medico-Chirurgical (Philadelphia), post-grad Berlin, Columbia, Vienna. • Surgeon, Omaha, Philadelphia; faculty Creighton, Temple U; active med socs; author in field. • See: AJYB, 24:215; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Wohl, Samuel; b. Novo-Oushitza, Russia, June 21 1895; d. Cincinnati, Nov 30 1972. To US 1913. • AB U Cincinnati, AB U Chicago?, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Cincinnati; fdr League for Labor Zionism; editor Jewish Frontier. • See: AJYB, 74:560; WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.


Wohlgelernter, Solomon Pinchas; b. Stacia, Ukraine, Feb 11 1876. To US 1903. • EE Technical Coll (Germany). • Electrical engineer, inventor, NYC; specialty: lighting; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Wohlgelernter, Solomon Pinchas; b. Stacia, Ukraine, Feb 11 1876. To US 1903. • EE Technical Coll (Germany). • Electrical engineer, inventor, NYC; specialty: lighting; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.
AB, LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, communal worker, Boston; dir Jewish Big Brothers. • See: WJLA, 1938.

Wolf, Abraham Leo; b. NYC, Aug 4 1872; d. 1952. 
CCNY, MD Columbia. • Urologist, communal worker, NYC; specialty: venereal disease; fdr Soc for the Aid of Crippled Children; bd Jewish Bd of Guardians; author/editor/inventor in field. • See: JE, AYB, 6(1904-1905):207-08, 24:215; WJLA, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WJLA, 5; NYTtimes, June 4 1952, 27:5.

Wolfberg, Lewis Robert; b. Odessa, 1905. 
To US as infant. • U Rochester, MD Tufts, NY Psychoanalytic Inst. • Psychologist, psychoanalyst; faculty NYU; fdr Postgrad Center for Mental Health; author in field. • See: EJ.

Wolfchok, Samuel; b. Bobruisk, Russia, Sep 30 1896. 
To US 1912. • Labor ldr, AFL critic, NYC; pres United Retail, Wholesale & Dept Store Employees; active Liberal Party, Americans for Democratic Action; WWI service. • See: Fink, 397-80.

Woldenberg, Maximilian; b. Wloclawek, Poland, Aug 23 1887. 
To Chicago 1893. • BS Armour Inst, PhD U Chicago; exec, Chicago; pres Unjust Discrimination Com; author in field. • See: WWIA, 5.

Woldman, Albert Alexander; b. Russia, Jan 1 1897; d. Dec 30 1971. 
To Cleveland 1898. • AB Western Reserve, LLB OH Northern; honorary degree. • Lawyer, journalist, publ.; serv: juvenile court judge; Cleveland; mem OH government cabinet, public comms; faculty John Marshall Law; trustee League for Human Rights; active natl Am Jewish Cong. • See: WJLA, 1938; WJLA, 5.

Wolf, Adolf; b. ca 1838; d. Silverton, OR, Jan 6 1918. 


To US 1855. • Physician, Chicago; faculty, dean UI; faculty Albany Med Coll; author in field. • See: WJLA, 6; NYTtimes, Mar 1 1975, 28:2.

Wolf, Alice R; b.; d. Providence, Mar 26 1920. 

BS CCNY, PhD U Rochester. • Physiologist, Chicago; faculty, dean UI; faculty Albany Med Coll; author in field. • See: WJLA, 6; NYTtimes, Nov 8 1969, 33:5.

LLB NYU, U Rennes. • Lawyer, assst county prosecutor, Jersey City; mem State Commm to Revise Mortgage Laws; pres Reserve Officers Asso of US, WWII service. • See: WJLA, 1938; NYTtimes, Nov 8 1969, 33:5.

Wolf, Benedict; b. Woodridge, NY, Dec 22 1904. 
AB CCNY, MA, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, NYC, Washington DC; secy Natl Labor Relations Bd. • See: WJLA, 1938.

Wolf, Benjamin; b. Philadelphia, July 1 1862. 

Wolf, Bernard; b. ca 1841; d. Chicago, Mar 30 1913. 

Wolf, Bernard Saul; b. NYC, Sep 8 1912; d. Sep 16 1977. 
BS, MD NYU. • Radiologist, NYC; faculty Mt Sinai; advisor on radiation; officer med assn; author in field. • See: WJLA, 7; NYTtimes, Sep 17 1977, 21:4.


Wolf, D C Elias; b. Bavaria, 1820; d. after 1881. 
To US ca 1840. • Mfr, Philadelphia; pres Rodeph Shalom. • See: EJ (sub Wolf).

Wolf, Deborah B (Mrs Bernard Wolf); b. Toronto, 1860. 

Wolf, Edward; b. Eschweiler, Germany, Jan 1 1856; d. Philadelphia, Jan 28 1917. 


Wolf, Edwin II; b. Philadelphia 1911. 

Wolf, Edwin A; b. Cleveland, May 19 1883; d. Detroit, Nov 10 1938. 
Textile mfr, civic & communal worker, Detroit; pres Northeast Clinic; dir Jewish Welfare Fedn; active Community Fund. • See: AYB, 41:43; WJLA, 1938.


Wolf, Erich; b.; d. NYC, Mar 1913. 

Wolf, Eugene Everett; b. Cleveland, Jan 1 1884. 
AB, LLB Western Reserve-Adelbert Coll. • Lawyer, civic & communal worker, Cleveland; officer Social Services Bureu, B’nai B’rith,
Wolf, George David


Wolf, Paul Jacob; b. Chicago, July 8 1892. MD U IL, post-grad U Vienna. * Surgeon, Chicago; specialty: eye, ear, nose & throat; staff pres Belmont Hospital. * See: WWILJ, 1938.


Wolf, Sally Rivoli; b. NYC, Nov 6 1899. NYU. * Journalist, author, NYC; with NY Globe, Augusta (GA) Chronicles; active nat'l Am Legion, Jewish War Veterans; WWI service. * See: WWILJ, 1938.

Wolf, Sidney Abraham; b. Cleveland, Dec 8 1906; d. 1983. AB U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll. * Rabbi, Corpus Christi, TX. * See: WWILJ, 1938; CCARYB.


Wolfe, Adolph(e); b. Germany, 1848; d. Portland, OR, Mar 1934.


Wolfe, Archibald T; b. ca 1878; d. Brooklyn, Apr 29 1934. Editor, government official; with Dept of Commerce. • See: AJYB, 36:288.

Wolfe, Benjamin; b. ca 1767; d. Richmond, Jan 2 1818. Merchant, communal & civic ldr, Richmond; a frmr Beth Shalome; Richmond militia service. • See: BDEAJ.


Wolfe, Bertram David; b. Brooklyn, Jan 19 1896; d. Feb 21 1977. BA CCNY, post-grad U Mexico, AM Columbia; honorary degree. • Historian, author, biographer; a frmr US Communist Party; broke with Marxist left in later life. • See: UJE, EF; WWWL4., 7.


Wolfe, Joel; b. Richmond, ca 1796. Merchant, Richmond. • See: BDEAJ.

Wolfe, Joseph Bernard; b. Atlanta, Nov 17 1888. Life insurance agent, communal & civic worker, Atlanta; officer Fedn for Jewish Social Services; orgn endowment for blind & underprivileged children. • See: WWWL4., 1938; BEOAJ.


Wolfe, Max Oscar; b. Lodz, Oct 1 1897. To US 1914. • BS, MD Marquette. • Physician, psychiatrist, Detroit; with US Veterans Adm; WWI service. • See: WWWL4., 1938; BEOAJ.

Wolfe, S Herbert; b. Baltimore, Mar 19 1874; d. NYC, Dec 31 1927. CCNY. • Actuary, consult, reserve general, NYC; helped draft War Risk Insurance Act; author in field; WWI service. • See: UJE; AJYB, 24:216; WWWL4., 1926; WWWL4., 1; NYT, Jan 1 1928, 19:3.

Wolfe, Samuel A; b. NYC, July 18 1896; d. Miami, Oct 1975. MD Bellevue. • Gynecologist, obstetrician, Brooklyn; faculty Downstate Med Center; officer med soc; author in field. • See: WWWL4., 1928; NYT, Nov 1 1975, 32:5.


Wolfenstein, Louis B; b. La Crosse, WI, Jan 4 1882; d. Providence, Mar 21 1945. AM U WI, PhD Johns Hopkins. • Heb & Semitic language scholar, communal worker; faculty U WI, Heb Union Coll; supt Home for Jewish Children (Boston); dir Jewish schools; author in field. • See: AJYB, 24:216, 47:534; WWWL4., 1926, 1928.


Wolfenstein, Samuel; b. Gross-Meseritisch, Prussia, Aug 5 1869; d. Cleveland, Mar 11 1921. U Vienna, Prague, Breslau. • Rabbi, social worker, writer, Cleveland; officer Heb Relief Assn; dir Jewish Orphan Asylum. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):117, 23:133.

Wolf, Albert; b.*


Wolf, Alvin Avrom; b. St Louis, Jan 5 1904. LLB Benton Coll of Law. • Lawyer, legislator, asst atty general, provisional criminal court judge, St Louis; orgn Aleph Zadik Aleph. • See: WWWL4., 1938.


Wolf, Arthur Jacob; b. ca 1855; d. NYC, June 8 1909. Columbia; honorary degree. • Historian, author, successor to Leon Trotsky. • See: AJYB, 26:288, 84; WWWL4., 1938.

Wolf, Ben; b. St Louis, Jan 5 1904. LLB Benton Coll of Law. • Lawyer, legislator, asst atty general, provisional criminal court judge, St Louis; orgn Aleph Zadik Aleph. • See: WWWL4., 1938.

Wolf, Bertram; b. ca 1855; d. NYC, July 28 1935. Harvard Law. • Lawyer, public official, NYC; counsel for NY State; specialty: tax law; active bar assns. • See: AJYB, 38:437; WWWL4., 1926, 1928; NYT, July 29 1935, 15:5.


Wolf, Herbert; b. ca 1851; d. NYC, Apr 20 1934. Theatre district restaurateur, NYC. • See: AJYB, 36:288; NYT, Apr 21 1934, 15:1.

Wolf, Julius; b. NYC, Dec 3 1869; d. NYC, Jan 26 1942. AB Harvard, MD Columbia. • Lawyer, public official, NYC; counsel for NY State; specialty: tax law; active bar assns. • See: AJYB, 38:437; WWWL4., 1926, 1928; NYT, July 29 1935, 15:5.

Wolf, Kurt August Paul; b. Bonn, Mar 3 1887; d. Ludwigsburg, Germany, Oct 21 1963. To NYC 1941. • Publisher, book collector, Germany, NYC; est Panteon Books; German military service. • See: DAB, 7; NYT, Oct 23 1963, 41:1.

Wolff, Louis Michael

BS Clemson, B Arch U PA. • Architect, Columbia, SC; officer professional assn; advisory council SC Bd of Health; active Red Cross; WWII service. • See:WWLAJ, 7.

Wolf, Meyer Henry; b. St Petersburg, Dec 27 1887.
To US 1892. • PhB, MF Yale. • US Forest Service officer, Missoula, MT; active State Planning Bd, professional assn; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1938.

Wolf, Oscar Monroe; b. Chicago, July 13 1876.
PhD Cornell, Cornell Law, LLB Chicago Coll of Law. • Lawyer, Chicago; faculty John Marshall Law; WWII government service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Wolf, Richard Alfred; b. NYC, Mar 18 1893.
ME Stevens Inst of Technology. • Engineer, NYC; specialty: heating & ventilation; officer professional assn; trustee Stevens Inst, Ethical Culture School. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

BA, MA, PhD Harvard; honorary degree. • Authority on Balkan affairs & East-West relations, historian, Cambridge, MA; faculty Harvard; author in field, on Victorian English literature. • See: WWLAJ, 7; NYTimes, Nov 13 1980.

Wolf, Samuel Lee; b. Baltimore, Jan 15 1874; d. Winchendon, MA, Aug 1941.
AB Harvard, MA, PhD, LLB Columbia. • English literature specialist, NYC; faculty Columbia; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; NYTimes, Aug 17 1941, 362.

Wolf, William Jr; b. ca 1914; d. NYC, Jan 1967.
Harvard, Harvard Law. • Lawyer, NYC; dir LaVannus-Corner House, Natl Jewish Welfare Bd; active Democratic politics; WWII service. • See: NYTimes, Jan 18 1967, 45.2.

Wolfe, Frederick; b. Switzerland, 1834. To NYC 1892. • PhB, MF Yale. • US Forest Service officer, Missoula, MT; active State Planning Bd, professional assn; author in field. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

To US 1915. • BS U Glasgow, MD Temple. • Physician, neuropsychiatrist, San Francisco; specialty: syphilis research; faculty Stanford; author in field. • See: AJYB, 24:216; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.


Wolfson, Carl; b. Alzey, Hesse, Dec 14 1874; d. Deal Beach, NJ, July 30 1907. To US 1891. • Musician, concert pianist, Philadelphia; Chicago; fdr Beethoven Soc. • See: DAB.

Wolfson, Fred; b. San Francisco, Sep 19 1886.
BS, DDS U CA, post-grad Harvard. • Orthodontist, San Francisco; faculty U CA; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 1928, 1938.

Wolfson, Jacob Mordecai; b. Alexandria, Volhynia, 1865/1866. To US 1891. • Maskil (enlightener) & Yiddish journalist, author, St Louis, Chicago; est Yiddish paper (St Louis); editor Jewish Courier. • See: Eisenstadt, 37.

Wolfson, Joel David; b. Chicago, July 21 1900; d. Gary, IN, July 9 1961.
B Journ U MO, LLB Kent Coll of Law. • Journalist, lawyer, public official, communal exec; exec sey Natl Power Com; assc Secy of the Interior; exec Am Jewish Com. • See: UJE; AJYB, 64:497; WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ. • See: DAB; WWLAJ, 4; NYTimes, July 10 1961, 213.

Wolfson, Julian/Julius/Mast/Masar; b. San Francisco, May 22 1883.
BS, MS U CA, MD Johns Hopkins, post-grad Paris, London. • Physician, neuropsychiatrist, San Francisco; specialty: syphilis research; faculty Stanford; author in field. • See: UJE; AJYB, 24:216; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.

Wolfson, Leo Aria; b. Jan 4 1890; d. May 1956.
BS/AB U MO. • Editor, Milwaukee; with Milwaukee Leader. • See: WWLAJ, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ; NYTimes, May 26 1956, 174.

Wolfson, Myer David; b. Buffalo, June 11 1890.
DDS U Buffalo. • Dentist, Buffalo; faculty U Buffalo; officer professional soc; bd Jewish Welfare Soc; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

BS/AB U MO. • Dentist, Buffalo; faculty U Buffalo; officer professional soc; bd Jewish Welfare Soc; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.


Wolfsohn, Louis Michael


BS/AB U MO. • Dentist, Buffalo; faculty U Buffalo; officer professional soc; bd Jewish Welfare Soc; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.


Wolfson, Abraham; b. Narevka, Russia, Nov 13 1883. To NYC 1902. • DDS NYU. • Dentist, realtor, NYC; pres Zionist Org of Am; author/lecturer on Spinoza. • See: WWLAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.


Wolfson, Erwin Service; b. Cincinnati, Mar 27 1902; d. Purchase, NY, June 26 1962. BA U Cincinnati; honorary degree. • Skyscraper bldr; NYC; Park Commr (Westchester County); bd Haifa Technion, Brandeis, U Haifa. • See: AJYB, 64:497; WWLAJ, 4; DAB, 7; TTA-DNB, June 28 1962; NYTimes, June 27 1962, 351.


Wolfson, Joseph Napoleon; b. Campti, LA, Mar 29 1856. LLB Tulane. • Lawyer, New Orleans, Manila; an orgr Commercial Law League of Am; Philippine military service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Wolfson, Loe; b. Husi, Rumania, July 4 1882; d. NYC, June 3 1959. To US 1900. • LLB NYU. • Lawyer, journalist, ethnic & communal ldr, author,
NYC; correspondent Internat'ul Jewish Press Bureau; an org'n, pres Rumania Jews in Am; pres Zionist Org of Am; active NY Progressive Party. • See: JEB; AJYB, 61:419-20; WWAJ, 1926, 1928; BEAOJ; NTTimes, June 4 1959, 315.


Wolfson, Milton A; b. Chicago, 1889. Corp exec, Maremont Corp. • See: WWWAJ, 8.

Wolfson, Mitchell; b. Key West, Sep 13 1900; d. Jan 28 1983. Columbia; honorary degree. • Corp exec, civic ldr, Miami Beach; mem City Council; trustee Miami-Dade Community Coll; WWII service. • See: WWWAJ, 8.

Wolfson, Rosina Marguerite; b. New Orleans, Apr 12 1887. Welfare worker, Manila; active Republican Natl Comm, Belgium Relief, Red Cross. • See: WWWAJ.

Wolfson, Theresa; b. Brooklyn, July 19 1897; d. Brooklyn, May 14 1972. AB, MA Adelphi, Columbia, PhD Brookings. • Labor economist, workers education ldr, author, NYC; with Natl Child Labor Com, ILGWU, Consumers League; faculty Brooklyn Coll; bd The Woman Today; advocate of industrial democracy; WWII mem War Labor Bd. • See: JEB; WWAJ, 1938; NAW; modern; NTTimes, May 15 1972, 385.

Wolfson, William Leon; b. Key West, FL, June 21 1888; d. Lil, May 1955. VA Military Inst, Columbia Pharmacy, MD NYU. • Surgeon, Brooklyn; faculty Lil Coll Hospital; officer med sec; author in field; WWII service. • See: WWAJ, 1938; NTTimes, May 23 1955, 233.


Wolheim, Louis Robert; b. NYC, Mar 28 1881; d. Los Angeles, Feb 18 1931. BS CCNY, Cornell. • Stage & screen actor; earlier mining engineer, tchr. • See: JEB; AJYB, 24:216; DAB, 1; NTTimes, Feb 19 1931, 23:1.

Wolinski, Joseph; see Welch, Joe.

Wolinsky, Jacob; b. Russia/Poland, Dec 1881; d. NYC, Mar 1943. To NYC 1906. • Dental coll (Odesza, Margolin). • Dental supply exec, Heb tchr, NYC; an org'n Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: WWAJ, 1928, 1938; NTTimes, Mar 5 1943, 172.

Wolk, Rachel (Mrs); b. ca 1868; d. Pittsburgh, Jan 31 1939. Communal worker, Pittsburgh. • See: AJYB, 41:433.

Wolk, Samuel; b. Lithuania/Baltimore, Mar 12 1899/1900; d. NYC, Jan 11 1962. To US 1908. • RIETS, AB U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll, MA Harvard. • Rabbi, author, Wilkes-Barre; mem Emergency Relief Bd; faculty Heb Union Coll; editor JEB. • See: JEB; AJYB, 64-497; WWAJ, 1938; NTTimes, Jan 12 1962, 23:6.

Wolfkin, Harry; b. Russia, 1887. Painter, Pittsburgh. • See: AJYB, 24:216.

Wolkomir, Nathan Tully; b. Baku, Russia, ca 1877; d. Brooklyn, May 12 1943. Captain, fire dept; commended for bravery 3 times. • See: JEB, 35:130.

Woll, Jacob; b. ca 1872; d. Tottenville, Staten Island, Sep 13 1932. Captain, fire dept; commended for bravery 3 times. • See: AJYB, 5(1903-1904):106.

Woll, Leo; b. Baltttnore, Feb 24 1890; d. Apr 19 1981. JD UC (Berkeley). • Lawyer, state superior court & US district judge, legislator, San Francisco; officer professional assns; WWII service. • See: WWAJ, 8.

Wollenberg, Charles Maurice; b. Castrovillo, CA, Mar 13 1873. U CA. • Health & relief officer, pharmacist, San Francisco; supt Laguna Honda Home; active Red Cross. • See: WWAJ, 1938.

Wollenberg, Herman; b. Heilbronn, Württemberg, Dec 31 1867. To Chicago 1893. • Investment broker, Chicago. • See: WWAJ, 1938.

Wollenberger, Heinrich; b. Heilbronn, Württemberg, May 1 1875. To Chicago 1894. • DDS U IL. • Dentist, Chicago; officer U IL Alumni. • See: WWAJ, 1938.

Wollman, Benjamin F; b. ca 1872; d. NYC, May 1 1934. Lawyer, banker, civic worker, NYC. • See: AJYB, 36:288; NTTimes, May 2, 1934, 21:1.

Wollman, Bernard; b. Russia, ca 1877; d. Mt Vernon, NY, Sep 20 1937. To Mt Vernon, NY, 1903. • Communal worker, insurance agent. • See: AJYB, 40:394; NTTimes, Sep 21, 1937, 253.

Wollman, Henry; b. Leavenworth, Aug 8 1858; d. NYC, Mar 1936. U MI Law. • Lawyer, communal & civic worker, philanthropist, Leavenworth, NYC; beneficiary CCNY; active Republican politics.


Wolpe, Sender; b. ca 1851; d. Chicago, Sep 6 1931. Rabbi, Chicago. • See: AJYB, 34:113.


Wolsey, Louis; b. Midland, MI, Jan 8 1877; d. Chicago, Aug 15 1943. 10 1943, 27:5.


Wolton, B Bernard; b. Toledo, Nov 17 1921; d. Nov 30 1976. BS, JD OH State. • Lawyer, Toledo; officer synagog; bd County Retarded Childrens Program; editor/author in field. • See: WWLIA, 7; NYTImes, Dec 2 1976, 46:2.


Woodward, Helen (Mrs William E Woodward); b. NYC, Mar 19 1882. Author, advertising exec; dir League of Womn Shoppers; author biograpy. • See: UJE; WWLIA, 1938; WWLIA, 7.


Wooll, Benjamin Edward; b. London, Feb 16 1836; d. Boston, Feb 6/7 1901. Composer, dramatist, critic, journalist, Boston. • See: JE (sub Wooll, Edward); DAB.


Wooll, Herbert M; b. Kansas City, Oct 11 1880. Clothing merchant, deputy police commr, race horse owner, Kansas City; mem park bd; governors staff; officer Menorah Hospital. • See: WWLIA, 1938; WWLIA, 6.

Wooll, Michel Angelo; b. London, 1837; d. NYC, Mar 4 1899. Street caricaturist. • See: JE (sub Wooll, Edward).


Wooll, Philip; b. NYC, Feb 7 1848; d. Boston, Aug 1903. MD Bellevue. • Physician, novelist; editor Saturday Evening Gazette. • See: JE (sub Wooll, Edward); WWLIA, 1; NYTImes, Sep 1 1903, 7-6.


Wooll, Solomon; b. ca 1839; d. NYC, June 2 1909. Art & drawing tchr, NYC; faculty CCNY. • See: JE (sub Wooll, Edward); AJYB, 13(1911-1912):138.


Woollner, William B; b. Louisville, Dec 28 1870; d. Peoria, Feb 11 1937. Distiller, communal worker, philanthropist, Peoria; pres Natl Jewish Hospital; officer Union of Am Heb Congregations. • See: AJYB, 40:394; WWLIA, 1926, 1928; BEOAJ.


Wormser, Leon; b. ca 1859; d. NYC, Dec 8 1934. Jewelry & optical industry ldr, NYC. • See: AJYB, 37:263.


Wormser, René Albert; b. Santa Barbara, CA, July 17 1896; d. July 14 1981. BS, LLB Columbia; honorary degrees. • Lawyer, NYC; specialty: tax law, estate planning; counsel government agencies; author in field. • See: WWLIA, 8.


Worts, Rose D; b. Ukraine, Aug 1895. To NYC 1908. • Labor org, NYC; with ILGWU, Needle Trade Workers Industrial Union, Trade Union Educational League, Communist Party; author in field. • See: WWLIA, 1938.

Worts, Sam B; b. Brooklyn, 1904; d. NYC, Sep 5 1969.
Psychiatrist, NYC; faculty, dean NYU; author in field. See: AJYB, 71:611; NTimes, Sep 6 1969, 294 (sub Wortis, S Bernard).

Wortmann, Martin; b. ca 1880; d. NYC, Jan 26 1939.

Dept store merchant, NYC. See: AJYB, 41:43; NTimes, Jan 28 1939, 15:6.

Wortsman, Charles (Yecheskiel); b.


Wouk, Herman; b. NYC, 1915.

Novelist, playwright, Orthodox ldr, Pulitizer Prize winner; Caine Mutiny; officer Jewish Social Workers Assn. See: AJYB, 24:217; NYTimes, May 14 1938, 1:5.

Wurpel, Edmund Henry; b. St Louis, May 17 1866.